
BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 49-50: Dec 3-16, 2007 
Group Web Site: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS – by Frances Jannaway  

Membership  
Thanks to a number of renewals current membership for the 2007 / 2008 year stands at 304. Many 
thanks to those of you who have renewed. Your continued support is very much appreciated. However, 
there are still 58 lapsed members, about 20 of whom are email members. There is still time for you to 
renew before the year end and if you have forgotten or are not sure whether you have renewed, please 
contact Wally Osborne on 01243 375433 or email: wjn545@homecall.co.uk 
If you have not renewed by the end of the year, your details will be removed from our membership list and 
you will no longer receive these fortnightly email notes.  Voluntary conservation groups like BMCG rely on 
the support, both financial and moral, of its members. Your membership is very important to the 
continued survival of the group.  
 
Work session - Sunday 16 December  
A lovely sunny morning for the nine volunteers (Frances, Wally, Pam, Jennifer, Dave, Penny, Jil, Barbara 
and Jenny). The main task of the morning was to cut and clear the Seagull Lane patch, cutting back the 
Bramble hedge and giving the Oak tree and young native hedge some TLC.  Wally used the power scythe 
to cut the rank vegetation while the rest of the group raked off the arisings.  Wally then gave careful 
instructions to Jenny who was keen to have a go at using the power scythe.  Wally also tried out the 
recently acquired attachment for the brushcutter to cut back some of the Bramble which is starting to 
invade this area.  Finds for the day included a harvest mouse nest in the long grasses and a large amount 
of broken pottery from a very large pot which had been dumped in the undergrowth.  
A successful morning’s work was rewarded with mulled wine and home made mince pies kindly provided 
by Penny and Ted Aylett. It’s a pity Christmas only comes but once a year!! I would like to say “Thank 
You” to all the volunteers who have helped at BMCG work sessions over the last year. We certainly 
couldn’t do what we have done without you.  Many Thanks. 
See web site for photos . . . http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/bm-work-events-2007.html 
 
Tasks for future work sessions: Finishing off cutting, raking and removing rank vegetation on the sedgey 
and Lumley wet areas, Seagull Lane patch and SE corner of the South Meadow.  
Forthcoming work sessions: Thursday 3 and Sunday 20 January 
 
Trees 
I will be having a site visit with Andrew Skeet (HBC arborist) and tree surgeons Southwick Arboculture on 
8 January to look at the Crack Willows on the Northern riverbank. All these mature trees need pollarding 
to prevent wind and storm damage. It is hoped that this work will be done before the end of Jan. As in 
previous years, the brushwood, branches and logs will be left on site for Brook Meadow volunteers to 
clear to make dead hedges, hurdle fences and wood piles. This clearance work will be carried out during 
Feb possibly with the help of students at Glenwood School and the Watch group. 
 
HWT Watch visit 
The Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust (HWT) Watch group is paying its annual visit to Brook 
Meadow on Saturday 9 February (10am to 12.30pm). A group of about 12-20 children and adults carry 
out conservation work on Brook Meadow under the guidance of several members of the BMCG 
committee. Members of BMCG are also welcome to come along and help.   
 
Local Nature Reserve designation 
No we are not quite there yet, but there may be a glimmer of light at the end of the tunnel. Bob Lord of 
Natural England is coming on a site visit on 4 February. Natural England is the organisation which 
oversees these designations. So watch this space yet again! 
 
Dog gloves 
The dog glove dispenser at the Lumley entrance is doing a roaring trade and Pam Phillips tells me she will 
be out of gloves by the end of the year. Another 2 boxes have been ordered by the council 
 
Dates for your diaries: 
Sunday 20 January: Training course on Hedgelaying at Portsdown Hill, 9.30am to 4.30pm. 
Monday 4 February: Jon Stokes of the Tree Council is giving a talk on ‘Trees for the Future’, Brookfield 
Hotel, 7.30pm. Contact Frances Jannaway Tel. 01243 430314, brettellf@ntlworld.com  for details. 
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LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – by Brian Fellows 
Harvest Mouse Nest 
What I think is the nest of a Harvest Mouse was found during clearance of dense vegetation on the 
Seagull Lane patch by the Conservation Group during their work session this morning.  The nest is 
spherical, measuring 8cm across, with a 3cm entrance hole.  As this is probably a winter nest rather than 
a breeding nest, it means some poor creature will be shivering tonight without its nice warm nest to sleep 
in.  However, since Harvest Mice spend much of the winter beneath the ground, maybe it will be OK.  This 
is not the first Harvest Mouse nest to be found on Brook Meadow.  On 17 October 2004 another nest 
almost identical to the one found today was found during vegetation clearance on the Centre Meadow.  
On that occasion a small mouse was seen scuttling away to confirm the ID.   
There is a photo of the nest on my web site:  http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/0-0-0-wildlife-diary.htm 
 
Bird news 
There has been much more bird song to enjoy over the past couple of weeks as Song Thrush, Blue Tit, 
Great Tit, Dunnock and Collared Dove join regular songsters, Robin, Wren, Woodpigeon and Starling.    
A superb Red-breasted Goose was a good find by Ewan Urquhart during a very wet and windy WeBS 
count at West Witterings on Dec 8.  The fact that it was with Brents clearly suggests it is a wild bird, from 
Russia. and not an escape from Arundel WWT   A Black Brant goose is also in the area.   
The latest BTO Birdtrack update reports low numbers of Wigeon, Gadwall and Teal, probably due to the 
mild weather in Europe.  My own Teal counts are also well down, though I have found more Wigeon than 
usual, both in Emsworth and during WeBS counts on Hayling Island.   
Ralph Hollins found 8 Gadwall on Thorney Little Deeps on Dec15, probably new arrivals. There will be 
plenty on Chichester Gravel Pits, but watch out for some turning up on the millponds.   
A White-tailed Sea Eagle, an unexpected visitor from Finland, has been attracting twitchers to the 
Shipton Bellinger area west of Andover.  It was still there on Dec 15.  
 
Bird Atlas Survey 2007 - 2011 
Caroline French and I enjoyed an excellent morning’s birdwatching in the Walderton-Watergate area on 
Dec 14, during which we logged a total of 30 species for the BTO Bird Atlas Survey.  We did not need to 
get out of the car to see Redwing, Fieldfare, Blackbirds, Song and Mistle Thrushes feasting on sloes at 
Walderton.  In fact, we found Blackbirds everywhere, clearly indicating the arrival of immigrants from the 
continent.  In contrast, Wren, Robin and Dunnock were relatively scarce.  In the Watergate area we found 
a huge flock of 800 Woodpigeons on the fields while 3 Buzzards soared overhead.  We were surprised to 
hear a Tawny Owl hooting from Watergate Hanger.   
It is not too late to get involved in the biggest ever survey of Britain’s birds.  Go to the BTO web site at 
http://www.bto.org/birdatlas/taking_part/index.htm   
For a summary of results go to . . . http://blx1.bto.org/atlas-results/keystats.html - So far 7.4 million birds 
of 339 species have been recorded by 4,180 online users.    
 
Wild flowers 
Despite the cold weather there are plenty of wild flowers struggling to put on a show for us.  Ralph Hollins 
has already logged 73 plants in flower during December, but stresses many of these are 'last gasp' 
individual plants.  My own personal list stands at 52, which includes 5 grasses, of which one can never be 
quite sure if they are in flower or not.   
In the Havant area, Ralph has found Sweet Violets flowering in St Faith's churchyard, a very early Lesser 
Celandine near the Lymbourne Stream and Hazel catkins open at Langstone.  Michael Prior reports Wild 
Primroses out in Stansted Forest.   
Meanwhile here in Emsworth, Watercress and Cow Parsley are just hanging on in Brook Meadow, Stone 
Parsley is looking good in Roundhouse Meadow and Herb-Robert in St James Churchyard.  Red 
Dead-nettle is in flower in Bridge Road car park, Hemlock on the Marina seawall and, most recently, 
Three-cornered Leek along Warblington Road.  Further afield, Oxford Ragwort, Silver Ragwort, Sea 
Radish, Sea Holly and Pellitory-of-the-wall were all in flower on Eastney beach.   
 
Petition against the destruction of Scottish sand dune system 
You will have heard about the plans by US property tycoon Donald Trump to build 2 golf courses, 1500 
luxury houses and a hotel on a unique and untouched sand dune system on the Aberdeenshire coast.  
Local conservationists have set up an on-line No 10 petition to object to the scheme.  It only takes a 
minute to complete.  Go to . . . http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/trumpoff/ 
 
** For more local wildlife news and photos go to . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 
** For even more go to Ralph Hollins web site at . . . http://homepage.ntlworld.com/ralph.hollins/ 
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BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 47-48: Nov 19 – Dec 2, 2007 
Group Web Site: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS – by Frances Jannaway  

Lumley gate 
Wally reported in the last email notes that the gatepost on the Lumley entrance gate had been replaced 
by Havant Borough Council, and that the work seems to have destabilised the removable post. I reported 
this to HBC and met Geoff Thompson on site last week. The chain on the central post has been tightened 
which seems to have helped. There is not much more that can be done because of the structure of the 
removable post and the restricted space in this area. The reason for the small pedestrian gate being 
turned round to open outwards is to give greater access space through this rather narrow gateway. I 
requested HBC to do this at our last Open Spaces Development Team meeting. If anybody is not happy 
with this, please contact me or another member of the committee rather than moving the gate back again. 
 
Tree work  
BMCG has requested Andrew Skeet of HBC to get most of the mature Crack Willows on the northern 
riverbank path pollarded this winter. This would prevent these rather tall trees from falling over the 
footpath as happened last winter with several large trunks having to be cut off to nearly ground level. 
Pollarding rejuvenates the trees stimulating them to produce lots of shoots as was done several years 
ago on the trees in the NE corner of the riverbank path. It is hoped that the work will take place in 
January/February. Some work on the trees along the River Ems south of the North bridge adjacent to the 
small industrial estate on Seagull Lane has already been completed. The owner of the industrial site 
instructed a tree surgeon to remove some of the more dangerous branches and tree trunks. These were 
in danger of falling onto buildings on the Pinnacle Engineering site. The ownership of the riverbank area 
where the trees are is in dispute since this land is not registered at the Land Registry. 
 
Training sessions 
Pete Hodges coordinator of Havant Conservation Action Project has organised several courses for 
members of the Havant Conservation Forum. BMCG is a member of the Forum and so far several of the 
committee have taken part in Risk Assessment, First Aid and Brushcutter courses. There are several 
more courses planned for early in 2008. These courses are free but places are limited so if you are 
interested in finding out more , please contact me or another member of the committee. 
Saturday 5th January – Using and maintaining hand tools at Havant Day Services Community 
horticulture site, Petersfield Road, Leigh Park 
Sunday 20th January – Hedge laying at the East Gate of Fort Widley, Portsdown Hill 
Saturday 9th February – Introduction to coppice crafts at Havant Day Services Community horticulture 
site, Petersfield Road, Leigh Park 
 
Travellers in car park  
Three caravans and assorted vehicles appeared in Palmers Road car park over the weekend of 18 
November. The travellers including a number of children were making quite a lot of mess so I put in a 
complaint to HBC about the state of the car park. The travellers were served with a court order on Friday 
23 November and left some time after that. Apparently it cost the council £1,000 to get them moved on 
but I am not sure if this includes clearing up after them. I have suggested that HBC puts in a height 
restriction bar to the car park as this would prevent this from happening again.   
 
Work sessions 
Tasks for future work sessions include: Cutting, raking and removing excess vegetation and finishing off 
sedgey area and Lumley wet area. Forthcoming work sessions: Thursday 6 December and *Sunday 16 
December* (mince pies and mulled wine at end of work session) 
 
Membership – report by Wally Osborne 
Current membership for the 2007 / 2008 year stands at 283, with a trickle of lapsed members continuing 
to renew their membership. It is still 'not too late' and we encourage those who may have forgotten or are 
not sure whether they have renewed, to contact me on 01243 375433 and I will refer to our database and 
advise them of their membership status. We would like to thank very sincerely, all of those who have 
renewed plus a special thanks to those who have included a donation to Group funds.  
 
Annual Report 2006/2007 
The BMCG Annual Report for 2006/2007 will go out with next paper newsletter at the end of December. If 
would like a copy please ask Frances or Wally. 

LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – by Brian Fellows 

http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/


Local harbour news 
Sadly, I fear Black-tailed Godwits have largely deserted Emsworth this year; I could only find 15 to the 
west of the town on Nov 28, where I was regularly counting 100 or more at this time last year.  They 
appear to be favouring the eastern part of Chichester Harbour where there are over 300 currently in the 
Bosham and Fishbourne channels.  However, our star Spotted Redshank, which feeds regularly in the 
stream at Nore Barn, still continues to attract visiting birdwatchers and photographers.  The best viewing 
time is 2 hours before high water.   
Chris Berners-Price was a lucky chap to find a Red-throated Diver paddling up and down the creek to the 
south of Nore Barn Woods on Nov 22.  Unfortunately I missed it, but it was reported a couple of days later 
at Langstone.  Wigeon are particularly plentiful in the harbour this year, with over 150 regularly in the 
harbour at Nore Barn, but Teal numbers seem to be down.   
To the east of the town, up to 100 Lapwing regular roost on the rocks near the Marina seawall at low water 
and one or two individuals can usually be found feeding in the channel beneath the quay.    
 
Millpond news 
On Nov 20, an excited John Mant rang me with news of the arrival of 4 Red-breasted Mergansers on the 
town millpond, a number which was up to 7 the following day, comprising 2 males and 5 females.  Last 
year we had eight on the millpond and they remained, on and off, until the end of the year.  Jennifer Rye 
was also excited by a pair of small diving birds near the sluice gate on Slipper Millpond, which turned out 
to be Little Grebes when I checked later.  Tufted Duck have also arrived on the town millpond where I 
counted 15 this morning; they rarely go on Slipper Millpond.    
 
Bird Atlas Survey 2007 - 2011 
Caroline French and I logged 19 species during our 2-hour bird survey of a tetrad in west Stansted on Nov 
30.  We had nothing special, apart from a close encounter with a Buzzard.  We met Michael Prior, the 
Head Forester, who told us he had seen up to 16 Woodlark on the eastern side of the estate, which we 
missed on our Bird Atlas survey of this area a couple of weeks ago.  Drat!  Michael still has had no 
success in attracting Barn Owls to the estate, despite the erection of a number of nest boxes and 
converting previous arable land to coarse grassland, which is their preferred hunting habitat.  
It is not too late to get involved in the biggest ever survey of Britain’s birds.  Go to the BTO web site at 
http://www.bto.org/birdatlas/taking_part/index.htm 
 
Garden bird news 
We have had an exciting week in the garden with both Kingfisher and Little Egret coming in to inspect the 
Westbrook Stream which runs along the end of the garden.  The Egret is actually a common visitor at this 
time of the year, usually arriving around 2pm, but this is the first year we have had a regular Kingfisher.  
Goldfinches (up to 15) continue to dominate the feeders though Greenfinches are still fairly scarce (3-4).   
Blue and Great Tits are regular, with an occasional Long-tailed Tit.  I had 12 Chaffinches and 19 Collared 
Doves on the grass this morning, but only a couple of House Sparrows.  Flocks of up to 100 Starlings 
occasionally drop in to feed feverishly for a minute or so and then are gone with a whirr of wings.  Ralph 
Hollins has had a Song Thrush singing in his garden since Oct 30.  I heard my first of the winter this week 
during a walk around Kingley Vale.   
The latest BTO garden bird league table has Blackbird, Blue Tit and Robin in the top three places.  
Woodpigeon has shot up to number 4 with Goldfinch continuing its inexorable climb to 13th.     
 
Wild flowers 
Plants traditionally flowering in winter include Winter Heliotrope which is now showing (and smelling) well 
around the local area.  There are also some early signs of spring.  Daffodils have been reported flowering 
in at least two gardens in Emsworth over the past 2 weeks.   
Even more dramatic was the Lesser Celandine that Ralph Hollins found on the bank of the Lymbourne 
stream where it runs beside the Hayling Billy trail south of the A27 Havant bypass.   Ralph has never 
known Celandine flowering before mid-December before.  This brought his November flowering list to an 
impressive 202 species, of which he himself had seen 178.  I lagged well behind, with a paltry 125.   
 
See my web site for more local wildlife news and photos . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 
 
For even more go to Ralph Hollins web site at . . . http://homepage.ntlworld.com/ralph.hollins/ 
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BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 45-46: Nov 5-18, 2007 
Group Web Site: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS 

Work session 
Sunday 18th November – Report by Pat Walsgrove  
Wally, Barbara, Jennifer plus her daughter Caroline and Granddaughter Martha, Jenny, Jill, Leslie, Pam, 
Pat, Penny, Dave, Graham with Brian taking photos attended the Work Day this morning.  This was a 
marvellous turn out and very much appreciated. The weather started reasonably dry, but, after an hour at 
refreshment break, it deteriorated rapidly with heavy rain and strong winds.  Nevertheless a lot was 
achieved and a large swathe of the Lumley area was cut using the power scythe, raked up and deposited 
on the cuttings heap. Thank you to all who helped and for the enthusiasm and obvious enjoyment and 
good spirits. A special thanks to young Martha for her performance, she thought the best bit was the 
biscuits!    
A selection of photos from this morning’s work session is on the group web site at  . . . 
http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/bm-work-events-2007.html 
Next work sessions: Thursday 6th and Sunday 16th December 
 
Lumley Entrance – Report by Wally Osborne  
Following the recent communication meeting with the Havant Borough Council Open Spaces 
Development Team, we are pleased to report that they have replaced the old main gate hinge post at the 
Lumley entrance to Brook Meadow with a stout new one.  At the same time, they have reversed the 
opening direction of the small gate, which may puzzle regular users.  We are not sure why this was done 
and it seems to have unsettled the 'removable post' somewhat. 
 

LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – by Brian Fellows 
Bird Atlas Survey 
I have now completed the winter surveys of three of my 6 tetrads for the Bird Atlas Survey.  The last one 
in Stansted Park East (SU71Q) was particularly productive, thanks mainly to the help of Caroline French.  
Caroline and I logged 31 species in the 2 hour visit, including a fine Kestrel in the Stansted cafe car park, 
the inevitable Buzzard soaring near Broadreed Farm, both Green and Great Spotted Woodpeckers, Pied 
Wagtails on farm buildings, 3 Goldcrest, 3 Nuthatch, a Treecreeper and, best of all, 3 Bullfinches in 
woodland.  It is not too late to get involved in the biggest ever survey of Britain’s birds.  Go to the BTO web 
site at http://www.bto.org/birdatlas/taking_part/index.htm 
 
Millpond news 
Tufted Duck are back on the town millpond; the most I have seen so far is five, but numbers are bound to 
increase as winter sets in.  Red-breasted Mergansers are also back in the local harbours, but have yet to 
venture onto the millponds.  Let me know if you see one.   
A Mute Swan pair are now back on the Peter Pond, sometimes accompanied by one or two cygnets.  My 
hunch is that it is the pair that nested on Slipper Millpond.  It will be interesting to see what happens if the 
pair that nested on Peter Pond come back.  Fun and games, I guess!  Up to 35 Coot are regularly on 
Slipper Millpond, though number that pales beside the 1,000 or so on Chichester Gravel Pits.    
Walking up Bridgefoot Path on Nov 15 I met our local harbourmaster who was dealing with a dead Mute 
Swan, the victim of a road accident the previous night.  This is not the first such casualty on this road, nor 
I am sure will it be the last.  However, we are not exactly short of Mute Swans in Emsworth.   
 
Harbour news 
The local harbours are filling up with wintering birds.  Dunlin are always the most numerous of the waders 
and several hundred can usually be seen feeding at low water in Emsworth Harbour, with a few Ringed 
Plover mixed in.  You can also find up to 10 Greenshank, many with coloured rings on their legs, actively 
feeding in the low water channel near the entrance to Emsworth Marina.  Black-tailed Godwits have been 
scarce in Emsworth this year, though there are plenty over at Fishbourne and Bosham.   The famous 
Spotted Redshank is back in the small stream at Nore Barn for the 3rd year running.  It has already been 
attracting the attention of local birdwatchers and photographers, one of whom described it as a 
“photographer’s dream bird”.  It is best seen about 2 hours before high water.  Anne de Potier saw 14 
Avocets in the bay at the end of Farm Lane, Nutbourne; they should be here for a while. 
Duck numbers are also building; about 94 Wigeon are currently resident in the harbour to the west of 
Emsworth, but fewer Teal as yet.  I had a record count of 556 Wigeon on my WeBS count on Hayling 
Island.  No Pintail in Emsworth as yet, though there are some at Nutbourne.   
 
Brent Geese  
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Brent Geese are certainly the noisiest birds in the harbour and there are plenty of them this year.  It looks 
as if they have not had such a bad breeding year as was first feared.  Each year volunteer  birdwatchers 
around the country count the number of juveniles as a proportion of the number of adults.  Numbers go up 
and down from one year to the next; 2005 was a very good year with about 25% juveniles, but last year 
was a disaster with only about 1% of juveniles.  My count so far this year is about 6%, though Anne de 
Potier found 96 youngsters in a flock of 500 on a cereal field at Nutbourne so the final figure could be 
much higher.  Young Brents are best identified by the white bars on their wings, clearly visible at rest.  
There are usually some in the small channel near Emsworth marina.   
While on the subject of Brent Geese, I was lucky enough to find a Black Brant during a bird survey on 
Hayling Island last week.  This is rather like a standard Brent Goose but with bright white flanks.  It is a 
rarity in this country from North America.  If you see one let me know.   
 
Other bird news 
This is a good time of the year to see Kingfishers.  There have been several sightings along the River 
Ems and around the Hermitage Millponds and there is a regular Kingfisher in the Westbrook Stream that 
runs behind Bridge Road.  I actually had one on the back wall of my garden which overlooks this stream 
last week.  Grey Wagtail can also be seen on the Ems in Brook Meadow and on the Westbrook Stream.  
Further afield, Caroline Fisk told me that one of the 2 pairs of Black Swans in residence on West Ashling 
millpond had just had 5 healthy cygnets!  As far as I am aware this is the only local breeding site for these 
handsome birds.  They are, of course, natives of Australia, which accounts for their odd breeding 
seasons.  Purple Sandpipers have returned to their regular wintering feeding site on concrete foreshore 
in front of Southsea Castle; up to 9 were there last week.   
 
Butterflies  
Like me you are probably seeing Red Admirals basking on vegetation on warm days.  In fact, Ralph 
Hollins reports, last year Red Admiral became Britain's first all year butterfly with no gap in its breeding 
cycle.  This could also happen this year as eggs laid by the butterflies at Kingston near Lewes on Oct 20 
were seen to start hatching on Nov 16, and, if the weather does not kill off the nettles these caterpillars 
are now eating, they should be full grown before the end of the year when they will pupate and emerge as 
fresh butterflies by the end of January.  Amazing!   On Nov 10, I found a Holly Blue on Hayling Island, 
which was almost a record late sighting! 
 
Wild flowers on Brook Meadow  
Most of the wild flowers on Brook Meadow have now succumbed to the cold winds of winter, including the 
Pepper-saxifrage, which has been exceptionally abundant this year and has been flowering until quite 
recently.  However, some of the old stalwarts keep going, like Hogweed, Bristly Ox-tongue, Mallow and 
White Dead-nettle and many of the grasses are still looking good.  Walking through Brook Meadow this 
morning I even found some tiny flowers on the Meadowsweet in the North Meadow.  Winter Heliotrope 
flowers are open on the river banks and will soon be generating a heady aroma.   
Overall this year 260 plants have been recorded on Brook Meadow, from a total list of 311 over the past 7 
years.  They are broken down as follows: 160 herbs, 51 trees and shrubs, 29 grasses, 12 sedges, 5 
rushes, 2 horsetails and 1 fern.  The full list of 311 plants found on Brook Meadow in the last 7 years or so 
(plus 23 bryophytes) can be seen on the group web site.   
 
Other wild flower news 
Golden Samphire is still flowering on the shore south of Nore Barn Woods and Tamarisk is out along the 
shore to Warblington.  There are many plants flowering on Eastney Beach, including White Melilot, 
Oxford Ragwort, Black Horehound and a fantastic Sea Holly with two flowers fully open.  Field Scabious, 
Small Scabious, Black Knapweed and Greater Knapweed are just some of the plants still in flower on 
Portsdown Hill.   On Nov 7, I found both Clustered Bellflower and Nettle-leaved Bellflower in flower on 
Nore Down, near West Marden, along with Common Calamint and Thyme-leaved Sandwort.  
When I last saw it on Nov 8, the very rare Verbascum macrocarpum on North Common, Hayling Island, 
was still standing tall with about 10 flower spikes and at least 15 flowers.  This is an amazingly resolute 
plant considering it was once vandalised.  
My November flowering plant list currently stands at a respectable 121, though well behind Ralph Hollins 
who has already logged 185 in all with 161 seen by himself.    
 
See my web site for more local wildlife news and photos . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 
 
For even more go to Ralph Hollins web site at . . . http://homepage.ntlworld.com/ralph.hollins/ 
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BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 43-44: Oct 22 –Nov 4, 2007 
Group Web Site: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS – by Frances Jannaway 

Membership of BMCG  
After sending out final renewal notices by both email and in the October newsletters, membership is now 
263. This means that there are about 100 who have not yet renewed. Many thanks to all those who have 
renewed their membership. If you have not renewed, please send your subscription as soon as possible 
to Wally Osborne, 545 Southleigh Road, Emsworth, PO10 8AH. Tel: 375433; Email: 
wjn545@homecall.co.uk    Your continuing support is very much appreciated. 
 
Work session - Thursday 1 November – report by Wally Osborne  
An excellent turnout of 12 volunteers, included one who was not yet a member but had seen our details in 
the last issue of 'The EMS' and just turned up! 
After a dull start, the weather became sunny and bright and, after Graham (in waders) had retrieved a car 
tyre from the river, we all set about the main task of cutting and clearing the sedge area of the central 
meadow. With Tony Wootton on the power scythe and the rest of us raking, bagging and hauling for 
nearly an hour, well over half of the area was cleared despite the soft underfoot conditions. After a 
well-earned drinks break provided by Pat, we changed over to path cutting and clearing in the south 
meadow, and relocating some of the Crack Willow arisings from the Environment Agency riverbank 
clearance work. In between times, all of the signcases were cleaned, thanks to Jennifer's pack of 'baby 
wipes'! 
Many thanks to Jill, Gaynor, Barbara, Pam, Jennifer, Lesley, Pat, Frances, Tony, Graham & Dave who all 
worked their socks off and got very hot. Hope to see many of you at the Sunday 18th November workday 
when 'it’s more of the same'. 
Wildlife Observations: The warm sunny weather has brought out Red Admirals and Common Darter 
Dragonflies which were seen in the South Meadow during the workday. Tony Wootton stood for over half 
an hour on the Lumley footbridge watching a ‘pair’ of Kingfishers chasing each other up and down the 
Lumley Stream but did not manage to get a photograph of them.  
Tasks for future work sessions include:  
Removing logs near the North bridge to create log piles on the other side of the meadow. Cutting areas 
such as Lumley wet area, Seagull Lane patch, and SE corner of South Meadow,  
Next work sessions: Sunday 18 November, Thursday 6 and Sunday 16 December 
 
Training sessions: 
Jennifer Rye and Dave Lee have been on a brushcutter course paid for by Havant Conservation Action 
Project and held at the old beneficial centre near Rowlands Castle. It is important that more of the group’s 
volunteers are trained in using these power tools safely as in the past we have been too reliant on one or 
two members having been trained to use them. Other courses being provided in the near future include 
‘Safe Tools Use’ which will include using a real scythe, as well as ‘Green Woodworking’ and 
‘Hedgelaying’.  
 

LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – by Brian Fellows 
Water Voles 
Over the past week, both Frances and I have been lucky enough to see a Water Vole on the river in Brook 
Meadow, both times beneath the gasholder, probably the same animal.  Mine was actually this morning 
at about 10am north of the gas pipeline notice.  Water Vole sightings have been very scarce this year for 
the second year running, with only 25 sightings reported to me, which is a bit better than the18 last year, 
but poor compared with 50+ in earlier years.  However, with the good news from the recent Water Vole 
survey in Brook Meadow by Andy Rothwell (see the last News Bulletin), let’s hope things get back to 
“normal” next year and we see plenty of the charming little fellers in the river.   
 
Colour-Ringed birds 
If you happen to see a Greenshank in the harbour with what looks like a piece of wire protruding from its 
tail you are not seeing things.  These are, in fact, radio tags which have been attached to some  
Greenshanks to learn more about their movements.  The tags only work for about 6 months and then fall 
off, but some birds also have coloured rings on their legs, which are permanent and allow for the 
long-term study of individuals.  Colour-ringed Greenshank can often be seen actively feeding in the low 
water channel near the entrance to Emsworth Marina.  If you would like to learn more about this important 
work (which also involves Black-tailed Godwits) please visit my web site (address below).  
 
 

http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/
mailto:wjn545@homecall.co.uk


Harbour News 
Brent Geese have arrived in their thousands and appear to have had a much better breeding season than 
was at first thought.  There are now lots of juveniles around and three families with 5, 3 and 2 youngsters 
regularly congregate in the small channel near the Emsworth marina entrance.   
Wigeon have arrived in force on the mudflats near Nore Barn where you can also find a few Shelduck.  
Wader numbers are building up, with hundreds of Dunlin feeding on the mudflats in Emsworth Harbour, 
along with good numbers of Curlew, Redshank, Grey Plover, Oystercatcher, Black-tailed Godwits and 
Greenshank.  I have also seen the first Knot near the Emsworth Sailing Club building.  Anne de Potier 
tells me that 2 Spotted Redshank are also back, so keep a look out for them at Nore Barn.   
There were 6 Avocets in the bay at the end of Farm Lane on Saturday morning (3 Oct), smashing birds, 
but not all that easy to spot among the hundreds of gulls.  They should stay around for a while, but are not 
likely to come to Emsworth.  To see Avocets in quantity you must go to Brownsea Island where there 
were an astonishing 1,247 on Oct 29, as well as 1,617 Black-tailed Godwits.   
 
Other bird news  
The Mute Swan pair are back on Slipper Millpond, sometimes with cygnets in tow.   
A pair of Tufted Duck was on Slipper Millpond on 31 Oct, but were probably just passing through. Tufted 
Duck are still to arrive on the town millpond.  No sign of any Red-breasted Mergansers either.    
Goldfinch continue to dominate the bird feeders in my garden, though there are good signs that 
Greenfinch, Chaffinch and House Sparrows are returning.   
A Song Thrush sang very briefly in the garden of Ralph Hollins on Oct 30 – the first of the winter.  Ralph 
thinks it was a migrant male just arrived here and trying to see if it could interest any females in the area 
but not getting any response it moved on.  
A Barred Warbler was the rarest bird of the past week, seen and photographed in bushes just north of the 
Sinah gravel pit lake on south Hayling.   
The Bird Atlas 2007-11 started on November 1 and will continue for the next 4 years.  This is the most 
ambitious bird survey ever organised and, with the help of thousands of volunteer birdwatchers all over 
the country, it will map out and assess the status of all our breeding and migrant birds.  To get involved log 
onto the BTO web site at http://www.bto.org/birdatlas/taking_part/index.htm 
 
Fungi 
There is a pile of wood chippings beside the path that goes through Palmer's Road Copse on which are 
growing some very interesting fungi.  I thought they looked a bit like Agrocybe cylindracea, which 
frequently pop up on Willow stumps around Brook Meadow, but they did not look or smell quite right.  
However, Ralph Hollins came up with the correct answer, Agrocybe rivulosa.  This is a fungus which 
came to Britain from abroad not more than 3-4 years ago, but which has spread rapidly, always growing 
on wood chippings.  So, if you have a pile of wood chippings in your garden keep a look out for it.  
Photos of the fungus is on my web site – address below.  
Not so rare, but far more attractive was a display of Fly Algaric mushrooms on the grass verge outside 
house Number 13 in Beacon Square, that was until somebody cleared them all away, no doubt in the 
interests of health and safety!  What a pity.  Beacon Square is a good place for fungi, but shush!   
 
Wild flowers 
Ralph Hollins proved that wild flowers are still plentiful by logging an astonishing 237 in October, of which 
he saw 210 personally.  Ralph reports that one of the very rare Verbascum macrocarpum plants on 
Hayling North Common has several new spikes with flowers on Oct 30.  
I had a good mooch around Brook Meadow last week and found 38 flowering plants.  Michaelmas Daisies 
are still showing well and Winter Heliotrope are just starting to open on the riverbank.  Hogweed and Wild 
Angelica are still hanging on, but Bristly Ox-tongue seem to go on for ever.  It was good to find 
Pepper-saxifrage with at least 2 plants with anthers still showing.  There is also a fresh growth of grasses 
on the meadow, with Cocksfoot, False Oat-grass, Yorkshire Fog, Wall Barley and Tall Fescue showing 
particularly well.  The Marina seawall has Cow Parsley, Black Mustard and Hedgerow Crane's-bill 
flowering.  All of these takes my November flower list to 81, though I doubt if I shall get anywhere near 
Ralph’s final total for the month.    
 
Other wildlife news 
Lots of Red Admirals are about with some Clouded Yellow, Speckled Wood, Peacock and Brimstone.   
Blackberries are still being picked after 5 months and are very sweet!   
 
See my web site for more local wildlife news and photos . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 
 
For even more go to Ralph Hollins web site at . . . http://homepage.ntlworld.com/ralph.hollins/ 

http://www.bto.org/birdatlas/taking_part/index.htm
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html
http://homepage.ntlworld.com/ralph.hollins/


BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 41-42: Oct 8-21, 2007 
Group Web Site: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS – by Frances Jannaway 

Membership of BMCG  
Membership now stands at 238. Many thanks if you have renewed your membership. If you have not 
renewed, you should receive a final reminder by email in the next few days.  Please send your 
subscription of £3 per person to Wally Osborne, 545 Southleigh Road, Emsworth, PO10 8AH; Tel: 01243 
375433; Email: wjn545@homecall.co.uk  Your continuing support is very much appreciated. 
 
Work session Sunday 21 October  
It was a gorgeous sunny morning just right for the 8 volunteers (Frances, Pam, Dave, Pat, Graham, 
Barbara and Penny) who turned up.  
Pam, Penny, Jenny, Barbara and Frances raked and removed the rest of the arisings cut by the 
Environment Agency at the end of September. They also removed two large piles of in-stream vegetation 
left by the EA, one on the riverbank near the sluice and the other near the railway embankment. The 
arisings were taken to our designated sacrificial areas to reduce the fertility of the riverbank. 
Graham and Dave kitted out with waders and walking upstream collected litter which had found its way 
into the River Ems, including rope, bottles, cans and a tennis racket. Pat who was waiting on the 
riverbank filled 2 large sacks. They also moved a number of large logs into the undergrowth near the 
South Bridge. 
Tasks for future work sessions include: 
Removing branches and logs near the North bridge on the meadow side to create dead hedges and log 
piles. Cutting areas such as Lumley wet area, Seagull Lane patch, SE corner of South Meadow, sedgey 
area north of the Causeway.  
Next work sessions: Thursday 1 November and Sunday 18 November 
 
Good News about Water Voles 
Last Friday, Andy Rothwell, a Water Vole and Otter consultant who works all over the SE of England, 
carried out a survey of both the River Ems and Lumley Stream to determine the state of the Water Vole 
population in Brook Meadow and the surrounding area. I am very pleased to report that Andy found a lot 
of signs of Water Vole activity, such as recent burrows, latrines and larders. He located two hot spots. 
One on either side of the channel where the Lumley Stream flows into Peter Pond and the other one near 
the dry sluice and amongst the bulrushes and reeds on the River Ems. The signs of Water Vole activity 
Andy found were more numerous on the River Ems. The larders showed that the Water Voles on the 
River Ems are eating vegetation such as Soft Rush and Reed Canary Grass whereas on Peter Pond their 
diet consisted of Phragmites (Common Reed).  
On the River Ems, the area where Water Vole activity is the highest is between the two WV notices, which 
is where most sightings have been. There were few signs either south of the sluice or north of the North 
bridge. Andy said that it would be better to open up more of the riverbank to let more light in and also 
reduce the amount of Nettles on the riverbank and encourage grasses and herbs such as Comfrey to 
grow. He also recorded at least two pairs of Kingfishers one on the Lumley Stream and one on the River 
Ems chasing each other up and downstream. Andy will write a report of his findings and we will get a copy 
which will be put on our website. Many thanks to Graham Roberts of HWT for organising and funding this 
survey. 
Photos of Andy Rothwell carrying out his survey will be on the website shortly. 
 
Conservation work on Lumley Stream and Peter Pond 
David Gattrell, who manages Peter Pond for Elisabeth Kinloch the owner of Peter Pond, is carrying out a 
lot of conservation work on both the Lumley Stream and in and around Peter Pond. He has been busy 
digging out the area of the Lumley Stream just north of the footbridge where he has found a lot of builder’s 
rubble including a large number of bricks. He has removed the rubble and will be digging out a ponded 
area and refilling it with gravel to encourage trout to spawn here. David has also been cutting down many 
of the dead Elms on the banks of Peter Pond and is replanting with Silver Birch, Hazel, Horse Chestnut 
and Beech. He has discovered a wasp nest on the ground in the wooded area which he is leaving well 
alone. Finally, David will be cutting down a section of the reeds as part of his annual maintenance work on 
the pond.   
 
AGM reports 
The Chairman’s and Treasurer’s reports will be put on the group’s website just in case you missed the 
AGM. 

http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/
mailto:wjn545@homecall.co.uk


LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – by Brian Fellows 
Harbour News 
If you are a birdwatcher, then get your binoculars out (or better still your scope) and get down to the 
harbour, where winter migrants have been flooding in over the past couple of weeks.  Waders currently 
on view include Redshank, Greenshank, Black-tailed Godwit, Dunlin, Grey Plover, Curlew, Lapwing and 
Turnstone.  I have been busy noting the arrival of colour-ringed Greenshank and Black-tailed Godwits 
returning “home” after breeding, including many “old friends”.  Full details of colour-ringed birds with 
photos are on my web site.   
Brent Geese can now be seen (and heard) in Emsworth Harbour.  This morning I found a family with 2 
juveniles in the channel near the town; nothing to get excited about, as yet, but much better than last year 
when there were virtually no youngsters at all.  Teal and Shelduck are back on the mudflats near Nore 
Barn.  Wigeon have yet to arrive.  The two best places to observe the harbour birds is 1) from the seawall 
of Emsworth Marina and 2) from the shore of Western Parade.   You will need to go over to Warblington 
and Langstone to see Bar-tailed Godwits and Knot.   
 
Millpond News  
Wintering birds are also back on the millponds.  There were 7 Cormorants, a Grey Heron and a Little 
Egret on the rafts of Slipper Millpond this morning and a Little Grebe was fishing.  I have yet to see Great 
Crested Grebes, but they should be here soon: there are plenty on Chichester Gravel Pits.  
The Mute Swan pair were back on Slipper Millpond with their three cygnets, last week, though I think the 
cygnets will soon be ushered away to make their own way in the world.  It will be interesting to see if the 
two Swan pairs return to nest on Peter Pond and Slipper Millpond as they did last this year, with some 
unfortunate friction at times!    
 
Other Bird News 
This is a good time of the year to see Kingfishers as they move down to the coast after their breeding 
season.   Andy Rothwell saw them on both the River Ems and the Lumley Stream during his Water Vole 
survey on Friday.  Earlier in the week, I had the unusual experience of seeing one flying across Slipper 
Millpond with a Pied Wagtail in hot pursuit.   
If you walk down the western side of Thorney Island you might be lucky enough to see Bearded Tits in the 
reedbeds at the Little Deeps.  Listen also for the loud songs of Cetti's Warblers and the squeals of Water 
Rail and look for Gadwall and Pochard on the lake.  But Chichester Gravel Pits is the best place to these 
ducks.   
 
Garden birds 
In my back garden, up to 25 Goldfinches continue to dominate the sunflower seed holders, while 
Greenfinch, House Sparrow and Chaffinch remain very scarce.  My wife found another dead Greenfinch 
today.  I have put out a red peanut holder in the vain hope of attracting any Siskins that might be passing.  
I was surprised to see a Blue Tit investigating a nest box on my shed.  It was successfully used last 
spring, but surely this is a little early?   
 
Wild flowers  
There are still a good number of wild flowers to be seen in the local area.  Ralph Hollins already has 178 
flowering species on his October list to date (which is a bit higher than mine!).   On Brook Meadow 
Michaelmas Daisies are showing very well and the three Pepper-saxifrage plants are still flowering on the 
Lumley area.  The strong aroma of Ivy flowers around the town continues to attract nectar seeking 
insects.  Another late flowering plant with strong smelling flowers is Winter Heliotrope and Ralph reports 
that the first flower spike of Winter Heliotrope has just appeared on a South Hayling roadside. Finally, the 
Strawberry Tree on the east side of Slipper Millpond currently is covered with white blossom along with a 
few orange fruits dotted here and there.   
 
Other wildlife news 
The recent warm weather has encouraged some butterflies to stretch their wings.  Red Admirals have 
been particularly numerous along with occasional sightings of Speckled Wood and Large White. Clouded 
Yellows can be seen on the west side of Thorney Island.  I have also seen several Dragonflies over the 
past week, particularly, Common Darters and Southern Hawkers.   
This is the season for fungi and they are very prolific if you know where to look.  The Havant Wildlife 
Group found no less than 29 different varieties during a walk in The Sling in Stansted Forest on Saturday 
morning.  Locally, I have found Shaggy Inkcaps in Palmer's Road Car Park and Shaggy Parasols in the 
fields behind Westbourne Avenue.   
  
See my web site for more local wildlife news and photos . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html


BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 39-40: Sept 24- Oct 7, 2007 
Group Web Site: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS – by Frances Jannaway 

Membership of BMCG  
Membership now stands at 234, including all those who paid by Standing Order. Many thanks if you have 
renewed your membership. Based on last year’s membership figures of 355, about 120 have still not 
renewed. If you have not renewed yet, please send your subscription of £3 per person to Wally Osborne, 
545 Southleigh Road, Emsworth, PO10 8AH; Email: wjn545@homecall.co.uk 
Tel: 01243 375433. Your continuing support is very much appreciated. 
 
AGM on 3 October 
This year’s AGM was a great success with 40 people attending and 3 new members joining. A new 
committee was elected with Barbara Wrigley as a new member of the committee replacing Lyle Mark.  
Our guest speaker, Graham Roberts, Water for Wildlife Officer for Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife 
Trust gave an enthralling talk about Water Voles. This was the best attended AGM since the group was 
set up 7 years ago. I am hoping that Graham will be able to get a Water Vole survey carried out during 
October to assess the Water Vole population on the River Ems in Brook Meadow.  
 
Work session Thursday 4 October  
It was a beautiful, sunny morning for the 9 volunteers (Frances, Wally, Jennifer, Pam, Jil, Tony Wootton, 
Beryl, Lesley, and a new member Stephen). I met Stephen at the Woodland Festival at Park Wood last 
Sunday. He is on an NVQ course in Environmental Conservation and wants to get some practical 
conservation experience. It is good to have him onboard. 
The group completed the following tasks: (1) raked and removed the arisings cut by the Environment 
Agency last week along the eastern riverbank between the sluice and just short of the North bridge. This 
consisted of mainly Stinging Nettles and Bramble. The arisings were taken to the sacrificial areas to 
reduce the fertility of the riverbank; (2) repaired a section of Willow hurdle along the riverbank using 
branches cut by the Environment Agency cut last week. (3) strimmed 20 circles each of about 1 square 
metre in the central part of the North Meadow, roughed up the soil with rakes and our boots to expose the 
soil and sowed Yellow Rattle seeds. Yellow Rattle is semi-parasitic on grass roots and when established 
will help reduce the dominance of the coarse grasses.  
Next work sessions: Sunday 21 October and Thursday 1 November 
 
Riverbank management  
After a number of site visits, the Environment Agency carried out the annual cut of the riverbanks and 
in-stream vegetation last week. They used scythes rather than strimmers to cut sections of the eastern 
riverbank. The arisings are being removed by group volunteers to reduce the soil fertility and hence the 
dominance of Stinging Nettles. Several overhanging Willow branches were cut back, especially round the 
south bridge but leaving perches for Kingfishers. The arisings were chipped and will be used by the group 
for path material. Further north, sections of riverbank have been cut leaving a metre strip near the river to 
give cover for the Water Voles. Some sections of the western riverbank, especially near the gasholder 
have had Brambles cut back exposing the riverbank. The large branches overhanging the river near the 
north bridge have been cut back. The wood will be used to build Willow hurdles and log piles. The 
in-stream vegetation has been cut so that the river meanders through the Watercress and Branched 
Bur-reed, two of the favourite food plants of Water Voles. Thanks to the Environment Agency, namely 
Charlotte Murray, Barry Kilner and especially Dave and his team for doing such a good job. 
 
Annual cut phase two 
Martin Cull is returning to Brook Meadow on Monday 8 October to complete the second stage of this 
year’s cut. He will be cutting all the areas he cut in July for a second time as well as other sections of the 
north and central meadows. Other areas such as the Seagull Lane patch, SE corner of South Meadow, 
the sedgey area north of the Causeway and the Lumley wet area will be cut by volunteers through the 
course of the autumn.  
 
Park Wood Woodland Festival Sunday 30 September 
It was a rather wet morning when BMCG’s large marquee was set up, thanks to John Bond and Andrew 
Brook of Friends of Hollybank Wood who got there before we did. We shared our marquee with the 
Friends of Hollybank Woods and the Sustainability Centre from East Meon. The weather cleared up later 
but the event attracted less people than hoped in spite of the varied attractions on offer including, 
storytelling, willow weaving woodturning, green woodworking and much more besides. . 

http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/
mailto:wjn545@homecall.co.uk


LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – by Brian Fellows 
See my web site for more wildlife news and photos . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

 
Rare birds 
Jason Crook triggered a big twitch at Farlington Marshes with his discovery of an American vagrant 
wader called Greater Yellowlegs on Sept 26.  Sadly, for the twitchers (ahhh... ), the poor bird did not stay 
long.  However, one of the two Great White Egrets found by Barry Collins on Thorney Island, which also 
attracted local birders, is still around.  Tony Wootton photographed it on the western side of Thorney 
Great Deeps on Oct 5 (his photo is on see my web site).  Great White Egrets are basically Mediterranean 
birds, distinguished from the Little Egret by their large size and yellowish bills.  While down on Thorney, 
have a look for the Golden Plover which regularly roost on the saltmarsh islands.    
 
Harbour news 
Brent Geese have arrived in our local harbours, with over 300 reported in Chichester Harbour on Oct 3 
and still more in Langstone Harbour.  Soon there will be thousands giving their familiar “kr-runking” calls.  
Jason Crook spotted the first juvenile Brents of the season in Langstone Harbour today.  Let’s hope they 
have done better than last year, when hardly any juveniles were seen. Shelduck were on the mudflats to 
the west of Emsworth and at Warblington last week, though these could be birds moving further west to 
find their chosen winter quarters.  In Emsworth Harbour there are plenty of Redshank, along with smaller 
numbers of Greenshank, Curlew, Grey Plover, Dunlin, Oystercatcher and Lapwing.  Not many 
Black-tailed Godwits as yet, but there are 150+ in Fishbourne Channel.    
  
Garden birds 
Goldfinches (max count 22) continue to flood into my back garden where they park themselves on the 
seed feeders for much of the day.  However, Greenfinches are very scarce.  Over the summer I found a 
number of dead ones in the garden; the British Trust for Ornithology think their numbers may be related to 
an outbreak of Trichomoniasis (see BTO Bird Table magazine Autumn 2007).  Both Wren and Dunnock 
have added their autumn songs to that of the Robin, but there is little else at present, apart from the 
constant whistling and cackling of Starlings and an occasional burst from Great Tit. 
 
Insects 
Following the recent warm weather Ralph Hollins reports 16 species of butterfly were on the wing at the 
start of October.  Over the past few days I have seen Clouded Yellows and a Common Blue on west 
Thorney and a Peacock, Red Admiral and Large White on the Verbena in my back garden (incidentally a 
more popular plant with butterflies than the famed Buddleia).   Common Darters are the only dragonflies 
I have seen just recently.  But there are lots of bees feasting on the Ivy flowers.   
 
Wild flowers 
On Brook Meadow I was pleased to see Pepper-saxifrage still going strong, though the Amphibious 
Bistort flowers, which have done so well this year, have finished.  However, Cow Parsley and 
Meadowsweet are flowering again.  Lesser Stitchwort is out in Hollybank Woods and in Stansted Forest, 
where I found one Foxglove still in flower last week.  I first found a Tomato plant flowering amongst the 
seaweed on the beach to the east of Emsworth on Sept 1 this year.  It was still in flower on Oct 1.  I will let 
you know if it crops.     
I have been particularly impressed by the number of grasses that have recently come to life, such as, 
False Oat-grass, Cocksfoot, Yorkshire Fog,  Wall Barley, Perennial Ryegrass, Hairy Brome and Tall 
Fescue.  I also found some Italian Ryegrass for the first time on Brook Meadow this afternoon.   
Ralph Hollins was pleased to find Hairy Vetchling (Lathyrus hirsutus) still flowering on the Broadmarsh 
'mountain' on Oct 4.  Looking like a miniature wild sweet pea, this is one of Hampshire's rarest wild 
flowers – this is the plant's only Hampshire site.  
 
Autumn fruits 
Blackberries are still going strong after 4 months of steady pickings.  However, some of the trees appear 
to be having mixed fortunes.  In Stansted Forest last week, although there were lots of Sweet Chestnut 
cases on the ground, most were either empty or contained only tiny nuts.  Tony Wootton found the same 
in Havant Thicket on Saturday.  As for Horse Chestnuts, some trees have plenty of conkers, whereas 
others seem to have none at all.  It is my impression that this may be the same for Oaks and possibly 
Beech too.  The Strawberry Tree on the east side of Slipper Millpond is now covered with tiny white 
flowers along with a few yellow fruits from last season.  
 
Photos of most of the wildlife mentioned in this report can be found on my web site at . .  . 
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/0-0-0-wildlife-photos.htm 

http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html
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BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 37-38: Sept 10-23, 2007 
Group Web Site: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS – by Frances Jannaway 

Membership of BMCG  
Current membership is now at 150. Many thanks to those of you who have already renewed your 
membership. If you have not renewed, please fill in the attached form and send this with your subscription 
to Wally Osborne, 545 Southleigh Road, Emsworth, PO10 7TF. If you are unsure whether you have paid 
or not, please check with Wally Osborne; Email: wjn545@homecall.co.uk. Tel: 01243 375433. Thank you 
for your continued support. 
 
AGM on 3 October 
This year’s AGM will be held in the Emsworth Centre, South Street on Wednesday 3 October. We hope 
you will come along and listen to the annual reports and elect a new committee. The AGM will be followed 
by a tea/coffee break and then guest speaker: Graham Roberts SE Otters & Rivers Project Officer for 
Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust will give a talk about Water Voles, the most endangered 
mammal in Britain. I look forward to seeing you there. 
 
Work session Sunday 23 September  
Tasks planned, include: 
· Clearing Bindweed and Nettles from Hawthorn hedge near central line of Willows 
· Clearing Nettles from around large Oak tree on eastern side of North Meadow 
· Cutting back Brambles and Nettles overhanging Bramble Path in South Meadow 
· Cutting Bramble and diagonal paths in South Meadow 
Forthcoming work sessions: Sunday 23 September and Thursday 4 October  
 
Path maintenance 
The path maintenance work carried out by the Community Payback team took a little longer than 
anticipated because they were called away to do another job. The work was finally completed on 
Thursday 20 September. In total, the team used 15 bags of gravel to make what is now a very good path. 
 
Riverbank maintenance by Environment Agency 
At a site meeting with Charlotte Murray, Barry Kilner (Environment Agency) and myself on 14 September, 
it was decided how the mosaic pattern of cutting would actually be carried out. The idea is to create a 
variety of habitats for Water Voles, Bats, Kingfishers, and other wildlife with minimum disturbance.  
To reduce the Stinging Nettles and Brambles which dominate most of the riverbanks, alternate and 
opposite sections will be cut with scythes, and the arisings raked into piles for removal by group 
volunteers at a later date. This will help to reduce fertility and encourage grasses to grow, which are 
preferred by Water Voles. No strimmers will be used at all.  
This will be combined with a pollarding and coppicing programme on the Willows lining the riverbank, this 
year cutting back several overhanging branches to reduce shade but leaving some perches for 
Kingfishers. The numerous Willow branches overhanging the river and shading the riverbank just south 
of the North bridge will be removed. The branches will be piled up away from the river for use by the group 
as Willow hurdles and/or log piles. Branches removed in Palmers Road copse will be shredded and piled 
up for use as path material. 
A channel will be cut through the in-stream vegetation, removing mainly Watercress.  
Work was due to start last week but is now scheduled to start on Monday. The EA will start at the South 
bridge and work upstream.   
 
Forthcoming events 
Sunday 30 September – Woodland Festival at Park Wood, Cowplain (opposite Queens Enclosure on old 
A3), 10am to 4pm. Activities include, guided walk, nature hunt, storytelling, willow weaving, wood turning, 
bell ringing, chair making. Various other conservation groups will have stalls, including Brook Meadow 
Conservation Group and Friends of Hollybank Woods. Free entrance.  
Please come along and support this Woodland Festival organised by the Friends of Park Wood. 
 
Web site - New group web site address: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 
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LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – by Brian Fellows 
See my web site for more wildlife news and photos . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

 
Autumn migration 
This is an exciting time of the year with autumn migration in full swing, some birds arriving, some leaving 
and others passing through.  A few Brent Geese are already here, with the main bulk expected to arrive 
over the next few weeks, when our local harbours will once again resound to their gentle “kr-runking”.  
Ducks and waders are also streaming back, with Wigeon, Teal. Pintail, Redshank, Greenshank, Knot, 
Black-tailed Godwit, Bar-tailed Godwit, Golden Plover and Grey Plover already present in good numbers 
around Thorney Island, along with a few rarities, like Wood Sandpiper and Curlew Sandpiper.  Shelduck 
are also returning from their annual moult migration; 17 were seen on Thorney Island, so keep an eye out 
for them on the mudflats to the west of Emsworth, where there was a single juvenile last week.  We 
haven’t seen any Dunlin or Ringed Plover as yet in Emsworth, though 80 of the latter were at Broadmarsh 
last week, so they should be here soon.   
 
Other bird news 
The cygnets from the Hermitage Millpond nests are now in the main harbour along with the large resident 
Mute Swan flock.  However, the single cygnet remains on the town millpond with its mother usually in 
close attendance.  On one occasion last week, I saw them both nibbling apples which had fallen into the 
pond from an overhanging tree.  This was a first for me.   
Ralph Hollins heard the first Dunnock song of the autumn on Sep 22 in Langstone.  On the same day, 
Ralph also found a female Mallard with 12 tiny ducklings on Langstone Pond.  Meanwhile, Ospreys are 
still being seen on the Deeps on the eastern side of Thorney Island.   
 
Wild flowers 
It is getting towards the end of the flowering season for most plants, though many are still going strong 
while others have yet to reach their peak.  Last week I counted a total of 62 different flowering plants on 
Brook Meadow alone, including good displays of the bright yellow flowers of Common Fleabane and 
Hoary Ragwort.  Of the late flowering plants Ivy, Common Gorse and Michaelmas Daisies have just 
begun their flowering period and will provide colour as well as and nectar for insects as autumn 
progresses into winter.  Many grasses are flowering for a second time, mainly on the cut North Meadow, 
including, False Oat-grass, Yorkshire Fog and Cocksfoot.  There is an abundance of Water-cress in the 
local streams this year.  Maybe the Conservation group should consider harvesting it?   
Elsewhere, there is a good growth of Pink Water Speedwell  in the canalised millstream at Westbourne 
and the rare Narrow-leaved Water-plantain (Alisma lanceolata) is flowering well in the Westbrook 
Stream.  It can be seen from the small bridge over the stream on the southern side of Victoria Road.  The 
Strawberry Tree on the east side of Slipper Millpond has yellow fruits from last season and white flowers 
are also forming for next season.   
 
Botanical history in the making!   
In my last report I mentioned that Ralph Hollins had found what he thought might be Twiggy Mullein on 
Hayling Island.  Well, as a result of samples sent to Verbascum expert Vic Johnstone, we could have 
botanical history in the making!   After searching through Floras covering the Middle East, Vic believes 
the plants found on Hayling are Verbascum macrocarpum and are, thus, not only new to Britain but also 
to Western Europe!!   However, before this can be claimed with certainty Vic and other experts will need 
to grow the seeds provided by Ralph and examine the resulting plants in more detail.  Ralph and I also 
have some seeds which we shall try to grow, so there seems a fair chance that the species will survive 
and eventually colonise the country!  Photos of the plant in flower are on my web site.  
Two other rare plants discovered locally in the past week were Least Yellow Sorrel by Ralph Hollins at 
Langstone and Wall Bedstraw by Geoff Farwell on Farlington Marshes.  Where will it all end?   
 
Slow-Worms  
I had a surprise phone call from Clive Yeomans, an ex-neighbour of mine from Westbourne Avenue, to 
say a friend of his in Bosham had hundreds of Slow-worms in her garden and would we like some for 
Brook Meadow?  This seemed a good opportunity to establish a colony of these delightful creatures on 
the meadow, where the lush vegetation provides an ideal habitat for them to prosper.  Clive managed to 
catch about 20 of them (calling them “Slow” worms, he says,  is a total misnomer!) and released them on 
the east side of the North Meadow.  So keep a look out for them.   
 
Photos of most of the wildlife mentioned in this report can be found on my web site at . .  . 
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/0-0-0-wildlife-photos.htm 
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BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 35-36: Aug 27 – Sept 9, 2007 
Group Web Site: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS – by Frances Jannaway 

Membership of BMCG  
Many thanks to those of you who have renewed your membership. Please note that membership is not 
due for renewal if you pay by Standing Order or if you joined after July 2007. If you are unsure whether 
your membership is due for renewal, please check with Wally Osborne, Tel: 01243 375433; Email: 
wjn545@homecall.co.uk  Thank you for continuing to support us. 
 
AGM on 3 October 
This year’s AGM will be held in the Emsworth Centre, South Street on Wednesday 3 October. We hope 
you will come along and listen to the annual reports, elect a new committee and be enthralled by Graham 
Roberts - this year’s speaker. Graham Roberts is SE Otters & Rivers Project Officer for Hampshire and 
Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust and he will be giving a talk about Water Voles, the most endangered mammal 
in Britain. If you have never been to a talk by Graham Roberts before, please do not miss this chance. He 
is an excellent speaker! Lyle Mark is stepping down from the committee as he and his wife Linda are 
going to live in Australia for at least a year. Many thanks Lyle for all your enthusiasm in helping with the 
conservation work in Brook Meadow, it is much appreciated. We wish you well in Australia and hope you 
will return after not too long. 
 
Work session Thursday 6 September  
It was a very hot sunny morning more like mid summer than early September for the twelve volunteers 
(Frances, Wally, Pam, Lyle, Dave, Richard, Beryl, Gaynor, Penny, Jil, Barbara, Tony Wootton) who 
turned up for the Thursday work session. After I gave brief instructions and a risk assessment, Brian 
Fellows showed the volunteers a patch of Pepper Saxifrage in the Lumley wet area. This old meadow 
indicator is late flowering and so this area will not be cut until it has set seed. The main task of the work 
session was to cut the central area of the North Meadow where Yellow Rattle and three species of Orchid 
are growing. The reason for the group cutting this area, is that we use the power scythe and then rake up 
the arisings to allow any seeds to drop. The arisings are then removed in large bags to the sacrificial area 
on the eastern side of the meadow. In addition, the power scythe has reciprocating blades and is 
therefore less harmful to wildlife. In fact, Tony Wootton found at least three large frogs and several small 
ones which he put carefully in the damp grass. Patches of Fleabane which competes well with grasses 
and Hemp Agrimony were left uncut because they were still flowering. This area has been cut as the first 
step in preparing to sow Yellow Rattle which we hope to do at the next work session. Yellow Rattle is 
parasitic on grass roots and so helps to reduce the vigour of the coarse grasses and thereby encouraging  
more delicate wildflowers to flourish. The seeds of Yellow Rattle which is an annual need to be sown as 
quickly as possible since they deteriorate rapidly. The other task we completed was to put up a second 
Water Vole sign near the North bridge asking dog owners to keep their dogs out of the river between the 
two bridges.  Photos of the work session are on the web site at 
http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/bm-work-events-2007.html 
Forthcoming work sessions: Sunday 23 September and Thursday 4 October  
The date of the Sunday work session has been changed from Sunday 16 September since it clashes with 
the Food Festival. 
 
Bat survey 
Pat and I met Nik Knight of Hampshire Wildlife Trust at 7.30pm on Tuesday 4 September to carry out a 
preliminary bat survey of Brook Meadow. Using bat detector boxes (our own and Nik’s) we were able to 
locate Soprano Pipistrelles (frequency 55 kHz) near the Lumley gate, along Lumley Road and near 
Seagull Lane patch. Common Pipistrelles (frequency 46 kHz) were heard around the South bridge and 
possibly also Brown Long-eared and Serotine bats.  
 
Path maintenance 
The edges of all the main paths were expertly strimmed by Les and his mate (HBC) at the end of August. 
Path maintenance work started in Palmers Road copse resumed in the South Meadow on Thursday 30 
August and will be completed by 13 September.  The path work is again being carried out by offenders on 
a Community Payback programme supervised by the Probation Service. Materials are being supplied by 
Havant Borough Council. The central set of steps and the eastern edge of the main path to the south 
entrance have been dug out and refilled with new path gravel. Many thanks to Gerry and his team for 
doing such a good job. 
 
Web site - New group web site address: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 
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LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – by Brian Fellows 
See my web site for more wildlife news and photos . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

 
Autumn is here! 
No mists as yet, but there is certainly plenty of “mellow fruitfulness” this autumn in both gardens and the 
countryside.  I was recently invited back to my old garden in Westbourne Avenue to pick some damsons 
and was amazed.  I have never seen a crop like it in 30 years living there.  It was the same with the apples 
and plums.  Meanwhile in the countryside there is a rich abundance of fruits, such as, blackberries, sloes, 
elderberries, hips, haws, etc.   On Brook Meadow, the Rowan and Alder Buckthorn saplings have berries, 
and berries (now green, later black) are also forming on the Japanese Honeysuckle outside the Lumley 
gate and on the Wild Privet along Lumley Road.   
 
Which Bramble? 
Blackberries are always good to eat, but did you know there are more than 400 microspecies of Bramble?  
Almost all of these require botanical expertise to identify, so there is not much hope for me!   However, 
there are some easier ones and I think we might have two of these on Brook Meadow.  One is called 
Himalayan Giant (not from the Himalayas!) with large leaves and big juicy berries (eg, on the river path) – 
confirmed by Martin Rand.  The other may be Elm-leaved Bramble with smaller leaves and berries (eg on 
the Bramble path) and common along hedgerows.  But, I am willing to be proved wrong!   
 
Tree news 
Trees are also having a bumper harvest with Sweet Chestnuts galore in Hollybank Woods and plenty of 
acorns cascading from the Oaks.  Conkers are having a good year – let’s hope the local lads are still 
allowed to enjoy the traditional game.  Alders are always of interest and, at present, are showing this 
year’s fresh green cones, along with last year’s brown gnarled cones and green catkins, which will not 
open until next spring.   A branch of an Osier with characteristic long thin leaves, which I had not noticed 
before, is overhanging the south western corner of the South Meadow.  The Strawberry Tree on the east 
side of Slipper Millpond has flower buds and yellow fruits soon to turn red, like strawberries.   
 
Millpond news 
Mute Swans are flying again after their annual moult and the male Mallards have regained their colourful 
glossy plumage.  Some late breeding is also going on.  Brendan Gibb-Gray has seen a new Moorhen 
family with 3 tiny chicks (now down to 2) on Dolphin Lake.  The solitary Mallard duckling on Slipper 
Millpond is all that remains from a family of 10 on the pond.  Coot numbers are building up, 18 were there 
today and should be up to 50 by the end of the month.  
The cygnet from the "litter nest" on the town millpond now has to feed on its own in the Westbrook 
Stream, as its parents cannot get past the new pipe that has recently been installed beside the grill in 
Bridge Road by, our friends, the Environment Agency.   
 
Marsh Arrowgrass 
After a great deal of searching, at long last I managed to find Marsh Arrowgrass (Triglochin palustris) 
which is the rarest plant on Brook Meadow.  Not easy to find, but look for a single plantain-like spike  with 
tiny purple flowers in the “Lumley puddle” area near the Lumley gate.  I also found it here last year.    
Marsh Arrowgrass was first discovered on Brook Meadow by Gwynne Johnson in July 2000.  This is a 
native plant and one of our 7 old meadow indicators, but now generally in decline.   
 
Other plant news 
We have a bumper crop of 20 Pepper-saxifrage plants on Brook Meadow this year, many of them in 
flower.  We also have a record number of Amphibious Bistort in flower on the site, so no prizes for any 
more finds.  Michaelmas Daisies have just started flowering and Ivy is also showing the first of its anthers.  
The very attractive Salsify is flowering again on Redlands Lane.  The first Tansy I recall ever having seen 
in the wild in Emsworth is in flower near the railway bridge on Lumley Road.   
Ralph Hollins has found yet another rare plant, Twiggy Mullein (Verbascum virgatum) on North Common 
Hayling Island, though it has yet to be verified by Martin Rand.  This is a tall plant with very large yellow 
flowers.  It is native only in Devon and Cornwall, so this one is likely to be an escape.  
  
Other wildlife news 
Sadly, a Toad was a casualty during the workday cutting last week, but a fine Araneus quadratus spider 
managed to escape.  An Osprey has been around the old landing lights on the east side of Thorney.  
  
Photos of most of the wildlife mentioned in this report can be found on my web site at . .  . 
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/0-0-0-wildlife-photos.htm 
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BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 33-34: Aug 13 - 26, 2007 
Group Web Site: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS – report by Frances Jannaway 

 
Membership of Brook Meadow Conservation Group is due for renewal at the end of August 2007. Please 
fill in the attached form and send it together with your subscription, which is still only £3 per person, to 
Wally Osborne. The renewal notice does not apply to those paying by Standing Order or to those people 
who joined after July 2007. Thank you for continuing to support us. 
 
Work session Sunday 19 August  
It was a very dull and wet morning for the Sunday work session and I nearly cancelled it but six volunteers 
(Pam, Caroline, Dave, Debi, Barbara and Jill) turned up raring to get going on some conservation work. 
We decided not to use the power scythe because it was so wet but concentrated on removing excess 
vegetation from around the young trees such as Horse Chestnuts, Alder Buckthorns, Black Poplars, 
Oaks, Osiers and Yew as well as the native hedgerow at the Seagull Lane entrance. One of the stakes 
was removed from the southern most Black Poplar because the main stem was growing too close to it. A 
small amount of garden rubbish (variegated ivy and jasmine) had yet again been dumped on the native 
hedge near Seagull Lane entrance. It has been removed. Stinging nettles have also been removed from 
the diagonal path in the South Meadow and Lyle did a sterling job at cutting back Stinging Nettles 
overhanging the South path on an afternoon last week. Finally, we made a start at removing the 
numerous Bramble shoots encroaching on the central part of the North Meadow. 
Tasks for future work sessions include:  
Cutting central area of North Meadow and sowing Yellow Rattle seeds; Cutting a path along Bramble 
hedge on Seagull Lane patch; Clearing litter and obstructions from river. 
Forthcoming work sessions: Thursday 6 September and Sunday 23 September  
Please note the date of the Sunday work session has been changed from Sunday 16 September since it 
clashed with the Food Festival. 
 
Riverbank management 
A site meeting was arranged on 16 August with Charlotte Murray (Environment Agency) and Graham 
Roberts (Hampshire Wildlife Trust). The EA is due to cut some of the riverbanks and clear 30% of the 
in-stream vegetation sometime in September. The main outcome of the meeting was to carry out a 
mosaic pattern of cutting to ensure a variety of habitats for Water Voles, Bats, Dragonflies, etc. It was 
suggested that the pollarding or coppicing of some of the trees along the riverbank should be carried out 
in stages starting with the trees downstream of the South bridge this year, pollarding the trees in the 
middle section near the S bend next year and the section south of the North bridge the following year. 
This mosaic cutting would also apply to the riverbank vegetation, with the objective of reducing the 
Stinging Nettles and Brambles and encouraging grasses to grow by removing the cuttings and so 
reducing fertility. We are working with the EA and HWT with a view to obtaining funding for the more 
expensive tree work and other riverbank enhancement work. 
 
Fallen trees 
Several large branches of Willows have again fallen over the river onto the main footpath just south of the 
North bridge. Thanks are due to Pam Phillips who reports these incidents and with bow saw to the ready 
keeps the footpath clear of branches.  
 
Emsworth Show – Bank Holiday Monday 27 August 
It was perfect weather for the Emsworth Show today.  The Brook Meadow Conservation Group was there 
in force with a new banner and under a new gazebo all paid for by the Havant Conservation Action 
Project. The gazebo has been purchased for the shared use of all the conservation groups in the 
borough. There was a lot of interest in our photographs of the conservation work carried out by the group 
and the wildlife found in the meadow. Eleven members renewed their membership and we sold several 
FSC wildlife ID guides. All in all a very successful day. 
 
Web site 
1. New web site address: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 
2. Wildlife Photo Archives: The group has purchased extra web space from HCC to enable the 
development of a Wildlife Photo Archives page, a source of local wildlife photos.  
Take a look by going to . .  . http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/bm-wildlife-photos.html 
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LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 
See my web site for more wildlife news and photos . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

 
Millpond news 
Only six Mute Swan cygnets have survived from the 22 that hatched from six nests in the Emsworth area.  
The family with three well-grown cygnets from the nest on the east side of Slipper Millpond are usually on 
Dolphin Lake, though they sometimes move into the main harbour.  The two cygnets from the Peter Pond 
nest are now in the harbour with the main flock of Mute Swans, seemingly having been abandoned 
unusually early by their parents which are back on Peter Pond.   
The very caring Swan from the "litter nest" on the town millpond continues to nurture her one remaining 
cygnet on the relatively lush pastures of the Westbrook Stream behind Bridge Road car park, though 
negotiating the grill has been made more difficult by the new devices erected there by the Environment 
Agency.  Meanwhile, the main flock of non-breeding Swans on the millpond have begun to use their 
wings again after completing their annual moult.   
 
Harbour news 
Up to 100 Black-tailed Godwits are now regularly feeding in Emsworth Harbour at low water and more will 
be arriving from their breeding grounds in Iceland as winter progresses, many of them Emsworth 
regulars.  Greenshank are also back in the harbour, many with colour-rings.  Other waders arriving in 
local harbours, including Grey Plover in their fine black “waistcoats”, Ringed Plover and Turnstone.   
During the past week a large flock of 200+ Canada Geese has been on the flooded fields of North 
Thorney, along with a family of Bar-headed Geese, 2 adults and 2 youngsters.   
 
Hayling Oysterbeds  
The nesting season has come to an end at the Oysterbeds and Jason Crook, the summer warden, has 
written his final rather depressing report.  Despite all the work done to improve the nesting habitat on the 
main nesting island it has been a frustrating year with bad weather and rat predation resulting in virtually 
no Tern breeding success.  Not much can be done about weather, but the Hampshire Wildlife Trust and 
Havant Borough Council need to tackle with some urgency the rat problem if this year’s failure is not to be 
repeated next year.   
 
Insects 
Despite the recent dearth of butterflies, I was pleased to see Holly Blue, Red Admiral, Comma, and Large 
and Small Whites in my garden over the weekend, along with Speckled Woods in Brook Meadow and a 
Peacock on Thorney Island.  Common Darters are now flying on Brook Meadow, where a rare Common 
Hawker was seen by Charlotte Murray on Aug 16.  An Elephant Hawkmoth caterpillar caused quite a stir 
among my family when it appeared in the garden.  With its large “eyes” and substantial body it is a 
fearsome sight, but harmless.  We also had a visit from a magnificent male Southern Hawker  
 
Plant news 
As always at this time of the year the yellow flowers of Common Fleabane and Hoary Ragwort provide 
bright splashes of colour on Brook Meadow.   Less showy are the lilac flowers of the sweet-smelling 
Water Mint.  Red Bartsia is having a good year, popping up in lots of new places.  Ivy flower buds are well 
formed on Brook Meadow; Ralph Hollins found some already open at Langstone.  Common Gorse should 
also soon be in flower again with tiny buds showing well.   
The eastern edge of Palmer's Road Car Park is a good place for wild (and some not so wild) flowers 
which seem to thrive in the heat of car exhausts.  I was pleased to find Thyme-leaved Speedwell for the 
first time since the visit of Martin Rand in July 2005.  The first Michaelmas Daisies of the year are now in 
flower overlooking Peter Pond; those on Brook Meadow will follow fairly soon.   
If you are walking to Warblington from Nore Barn look out for the unusual rayed form of Groundsel on the 
path across the fields.  I also found some Green Bristle-grass on the edge of a grave on the western side 
of Warblington Cemetery.  This looks a bit like Timothy but has lots of awn-like bristles.   
 
Another rare plant 
Following his discovery of Bastard Cabbage at Nutbourne, Ralph Hollins found another rare plant on the 
South Moor at Langstone.  I took some photos and sent them to Martin Rand, the BSBI Recorder for 
South Hants, who thought it could be Orlaya grandiflora, an identification which was subsequently 
confirmed by ace botanist, Eric Clements.  This is only the second time this plant has ever been recorded 
in Britain.  It is so rare, you won’t find it in the usual plant guides. What a find!   
 
Photos of most of the wildlife mentioned in this report can be found on my web site at . .  . 
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/0-0-0-wildlife-photos.htm 
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BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP 
 

REMINDER NOTICE for RENEWAL of MEMBERSHIP  
for year 2007-2008 

 
Last year’s membership year ran from 1 September 2006 to 31 August 2007. This means that your 
annual subscription for membership to the Brook Meadow Conservation Group is now due for renewal. 
The subscription is still only £3 per person (children under 16 are free provided one of the parents is a 
member). This year’s annual subscription runs from 1 September 2007 to 31 August 2008. 
Please fill in your name and address in the space provided below if you would like to renew your 
membership and/or give a donation and return this slip together with your membership fee and/or 
donation to me, membership secretary, at the address given below. 
Your support was very much appreciated last year (the group’s seventh year) and we hope that you will 
give the group your invaluable support again this year. Your financial support enabled us to publish and 
distribute a bimonthly newsletter to all members not on email, publish BMCG’s annual report, pay for 
membership of BTCV and HWLT, tools insurance, as well as other administrative costs, pay for photos in 
the 4 signcases on the meadow and for several photographic displays, various tools and equipment, and 
enabled us to carry out PR activities including having a stall at the Emsworth Show. 
  
If you would like to receive Brian Fellow’s fortnightly email notes instead of the bimonthly newsletter,  
please fill in your email address below. 
 
The following would like to renew their membership of BMCG: 
 
Name(s):........................................................................................................................…….. 
 
Address:............................................... .................................................................................... 
 
Phone: .........................................e-mail .......................................................................…….. 
 
Name(s) of children under 16: ……………………………………………………………… 
 
I enclose £ …….. (£3 per person) for my/our subscription. 
 
I would also like to make a donation to the Brook Meadow Conservation Group amounting to £ …........ 
 
 
 
I enclose cash amounting to £ ……... or a cheque for £ ……... made payable to:  
BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP. 
 
Please take or send this form and your payment to: 
Wally Osborne   
545 Southleigh Road 
Emsworth   
PO10 7TF   
Phone: 01243 375433 
E-mail: wjn@wosborne.fsbusiness.co.uk 
 
Thank you very much for your continued support, 
 
Wally Osborne (Secretary) 



BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 31-32: July 29 – Aug 12, 2007 
Group Web Site: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS – report by Frances Jannaway 

 
Cub Scouts carry out conservation work in Brook Meadow - report by Jennifer Rye  
On Wednesday 1st August, we welcomed 15 cub scouts, with Arkela and 2 other leaders, to the meadow 
for a morning of conservation activities as part of the local celebrations of the centenary of the scouting 
movement. 
Their first task was to litter pick in Palmers’ Road copse, which they tackled with enthusiasm, litter pickers 
and yellow rubber gloves. 
Then they joined Jennifer, Pat, Graham, Pam, Dave, Lyle and Penny in the area of the north meadow 
around the Rowan trees, where they helped to rake, bag and stack the arisings from the cutting of the 
heavy undergrowth there.  
After a welcome refreshment break, much needed on a very hot and sunny day, 2 groups of 4 carried out 
butterfly transects under the instructions of Pat and Pam; this was a popular and productive activity, 
about 25 very varied butterflies being spotted, identified and recorded by each group. Meanwhile the rest 
of the troop completed the former task, and about half the area was successfully cleared. 
The district commissioner paid us a flying visit to commend their dedication, and  
we were very grateful for the extra pairs of hands on the meadow. The boys worked very hard, were 
enthusiastic as well as very well behaved, and we hope they enjoyed the morning. Hopefully we shall 
welcome some of them back as regular recruits in due course!   
 
Work session Thursday 2 August  
Eight volunteers (Frances, Pam, Jill, Barbara, Gaynor, Beryl, Tony Wootton, Tony Wilkinson) turned up 
on a cloudy but warm morning. The main tasks included cutting back the nettles and brambles along the 
main paths in the North Meadow, finishing off cutting, raking and removing vegetation (mainly bindweed) 
from around the Rowans in the North Meadow started by the Cub Scouts the day before, cutting a narrow 
path round the Lumley wet area and repairing a willow hurdle on the riverbank.   
Tasks for future work sessions include: 
Cutting back branches overhanging the riverbanks; Clearing litter and obstructions from river; Clearing 
round young trees such as Oaks, Aspen, etc; Cutting a path along Bramble hedge on Seagull Lane patch; 
Cutting central area of North Meadow and sowing Yellow Rattle seeds. 
Next work sessions: Sunday 19 August and Thursday 6 September.  
Please note the work session planned for Sunday 16 September has been changed to Sunday 23 
September due to the Emsworth Food Festival.  
 
Memorial seat 
The memorial seat was installed by Stansted Sawmills on Saturday 28 August in an area of the North 
Meadow near the Rowans.  
 
Handrail 
HBC has fitted a wooden handrail along the steps near the seat in the central area. The handrail was 
requested by a nearby resident and member of BMCG who is frequent visitor to the meadow and will be 
much appreciated by those with mobility problems. 
 
Path Maintenance 
I will be meeting Eddy Parvin (Probation Service) and Rob Hill (HBC) on 14 August to assess what work 
needs to be done on the path in the South Meadow. It is hoped that path maintenance work will start as 
soon as possible. The work will be carried out by young offenders on a community payback programme 
supervised by the Probation Service. Materials are being supplied by HBC.  
 
Forthcoming events: 
27 August - Emsworth Show. As usual, BMCG will have a stall at this annual event so please come along 
and see our displays of beautiful photographs, view the wide range of FSC wildlife ID guides for sale and 
renew your membership.  
 
Web site news 
1. New web site address: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 
2. Wildlife Photo Archives: The group has purchased extra web space from HCC to enable the 
development of a Wildlife Photo Archives page, a source of local wildlife photos.  
Take a look by going to . .  . http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/bm-wildlife-photos.html 

http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/
http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/
http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/bm-wildlife-photos.html


LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 
See my web site for more wildlife news and photos . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

 
Robin Song  
The first autumn song of the Robin is always a welcome sound, breaking, as it does, the eerie silence of 
birds at this time of the year.  I heard my Robin of the autumn in Lumley Road on Aug 9 and then the 
following morning I woke to the sound of another one singing strongly in my back garden.  During that day 
I heard another four Robins singing in various locations.  Strange how they all start together; there must 
be an internal trigger which sets them off.   
The autumn song of the Robin is quite different from the spring song. The spring song, which starts at the 
end of December, is rich and mellow, in contrast to the thin, wistful and rather sad-sounding quality of the 
autumn song.  The autumn song is produced by both sexes, which is a rare occurrence in British birds.  
Just why Robins sing at this time of the year is a mystery.   
 
Millpond news 
The six surviving local Mute Swan cygnets all seem to be doing well.  The Mute Swan family with three 
cygnets from the nest on Slipper Millpond are still on Dolphin Lake, but the family from the Peter Pond 
nest with two cygnets, which resided for a while on Slipper Millpond, have migrated into the main harbour.  
Meanwhile, on the town millpond the female swan from the "litter nest" continues to nurture her one 
remaining cygnet, despite the lack of natural food on the millpond.  Also, on the millpond, and looking 
good, is a Mallard family of Mum and 7 ducklings, I think, from an original  family of 12.   
 
Black-tailed Godwits  
The first of our wintering birds are starting to arrive in the local harbours from their breeding grounds in the 
north.  Last week 45 Black-tailed Godwits were on the flooded fields north of Thorney Little Deeps and 
another 50 or so on the mudflats in Emsworth Harbour, including some “old friends”, ie Emsworth 
regulars.  Another 250 Godwits are currently on Farlington Marshes and another 100 or so at Fishbourne.  
I am looking forward to their arrival at Nore Barn in September, but I gather their breeding season in 
Iceland has been poor.  See my web site for all the Godwit news as it happens . . . 
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/cr-black-tailed-godwit-news.htm 
 
Hayling Oysterbeds  
Sadly, the news from Hayling Oysterbeds of the nesting terns is not good.  Warden, Jason Crook reports 
a complete failure of Little Terns to produce any chicks this year, mainly due to the destruction of their 
nests by Rats.  Can anyone suggest a practical solution to this problem?  I fear the worst for next year 
unless something is done to control them.  Ringed Plovers were also a total write-off this year, but to 
relieve the gloom, two pairs of Oystercatchers managed to raise small families and two pairs of Common 
Terns are persevering with two and one chicks respectively.   
 
Wild flowers 
There are still plenty of wild flowers to be seen on Brook Meadow, including a veritable forest of Hogweed 
on the patch at the end of Seagull Lane, rivalled only in height by the Wild Angelica.  The bright pink 
flowers of Great Willowherb dotted around the meadow remind one that the area was covered by this 
plant before the conservation group took over in the year 2000.   Amphibious Bistort grows well on Brook 
Meadow, but it rarely flowers.  I have found just 2 flowering this year, so a prize awaits anyone who finds 
another.  Our one and only Gipsywort is now in flower where the river comes into the meadow through the 
railway tunnel.  Palmer's Road Car Park is a good place to look for garden escapes.  Montbretia is 
currently flowering there and Steve Taylor found some Balm (a medicinal herb) during his Herb Walk on 
26 July.  The Alder Buckthorn saplings planted 6 years ago below the causeway are covered in red and 
black berries.  
 
Bastard Cabbage (Rapistrum rugosum) 
Ralph Hollins discovered this rare plant (with a memorable name) at Nutbourne Bay on August 4. It has 
not been previously recorded in that area.  You can find it about 200 yards along the coastal path from 
Nutbourne towards Chidham.  It is on the edge of a weedy arable field, where the public footpath 
branches off to go north to the A259.  It is a tall straggly plant with yellow flowers and is covered with 
distinctive fruits, in the shape of the old Chianti bottles.  It is native of the Mediterranean region and S.W. 
Asia, but is now widely naturalised in temperate Europe.  It was introduced to cultivation in Britain by 
1739, and was known in the wild by at least 1863.  Its range is increasing.   

 
Photos of most of the wildlife mentioned in this report can be found on my web site at . .  . 
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/0-0-0-wildlife-photos.htm 
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BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 29-30: July 16-29, 2007 
Group Web Site: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS – report by Frances Jannaway 

 
Work session - Sunday 15 July 
The weather was dry but very humid for the seven volunteers (Frances, Wally, Dave, Richard, Pam, 
Graham and a new volunteer Caroline French) who turned up for the Sunday work session.  
The following tasks were completed: Pam cut back Nettles and Brambles along the main paths and also 
cut back the Hedge Mustard dominating the newly planted hedge along Seagull Lane.  Wally cut back 
overhanging branches and strimmed Nettles around the Lumley entrance in preparation for the annual 
cut. He also strimmed the area around the Alder Buckthorns and Rowans.  Richard used the power 
scythe to cut back Bindweed on the edges of the Lumley wet area and also cut all the paths in the South 
Meadow.   Graham, Dave, Caroline and Frances raked up and removed the cuttings.   
Other jobs included cutting a path to the Aspen which Caroline did after a short training session by 
Richard; cutting round the Oak and Yew trees, and marking out the areas to be cut by Martin Cull  
Tasks for future work sessions include: 
Cutting back Bindweed in the North Meadow south of the Rowan plantation; Cutting and removing 
excess vegetation from the Rowan plantation; Cutting back branches overhanging the riverbanks; 
Clearing round young trees; Cutting paths through central and south meadows; Litter picking.  
Next work sessions: Thursday 2 August and Sunday 19 August. 
 
Cub Scouts to carry out conservation work in Brook Meadow  
We are holding an extra work session on Wednesday 1 August with the help of 20 Cub Scouts (8-11 
years old) and 4 scout leaders as part of the scouting movement’s centenary celebrations. The cubs will 
help us to clear and rake an area of the North Meadow overgrown with Bindweed. 
 
Annual cut 
The annual cut of a large part of the grassland area of Brook Meadow was carried out successfully by 
Martin Cull and his colleague Chris on Thursday 19 July. They arrived just after 10am and after setting up 
their machinery and walking round to see which areas needed cutting, they set to work and were finished 
by 4pm in record time. The arisings were dumped in a sacrificial area along the eastern edge of the North 
Meadow behind the central line of Willows. Uncut areas will be tackled gradually over the year by our own 
volunteers and also by Martin Cull in September. See our website for photos.  
 
Memorial seat 
After several postponements, the memorial seat will hopefully, weather permitting, be installed by 
Stansted Sawmills on Saturday 28 August in an area of the North Meadow near the Rowans. Many 
thanks to Beryl Young. 
 
Visitor survey 
A 12-hour (8am to 8pm) visitor survey was successfully carried out by a small group of volunteers on 
Saturday 21 July. The results will be analysed by Wally Osborne and will be published on our website. 
 
Herb Walk 
Steve Taylor of the Medicine Garden lead another very interesting Meadow Medicine Herb Walk through 
Brook Meadow on Thursday 26 July. The walk was attended by 5 adults and 2 young ladies both 9 years 
old and resulted in 5 new BMCG members. Steve discovered a clump of Lemon Balm (Melissa officinalis) 
growing on the edge of Palmers Road copse.  
Steve is leading a day workshop Get Practical with Herbs – Saturday 25 August - 10am to 4pm, 
Emsworth Community Centre. You will learn how to use herbs from the hedgerow, garden and kitchen. 
For more information and to book a place, please contact 01243 378555.  
 
Forthcoming events: 
27 August Emsworth Show. As usual, BMCG will have a stall at this annual event with: 
displays of lots of beautiful photographs, FSC wildlife ID guides for sale, membership renewal, etc.  
 
Web site news 
1. New web site address: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 
2. Wildlife Photo Archives: The group has purchased extra web space from HCC to enable the 
development of a Wildlife Photo Archives page.  This should become a source of local wildlife photos. 
Take a look by going to . .  . http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/bm-wildlife-photos.html 

http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/
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LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 
See my web site for more wildlife news and photos . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

 
Millpond news 
There has been an unusually large collection of around 50 Mute Swans beneath the Emsworth quay 
during the last week with a further 30 or so on the millpond, all now flightless during their annual moult.  
The tiny cygnet from the "litter nest" is still struggling on with its mother in constant attendance.  Things 
appear calm on Slipper Millpond where the two Mute Swan families live in close proximity.   
Barry Collins told me the pair on Little Deeps had lost all their 6 cygnets, probably to foxes.   
Mallard are now in their eclipse plumage when they all look alike.  The families of ducklings have 
disappeared as fast as they appeared, probably down the throats of local gulls.   
I saw 4 Coot chicks on Slipper Millpond with their parents during the past week, which is a 2nd or even a 
3rd brood.  I am not sure what happened to the earlier ones.  
 
Black-tailed Godwit news 
Pete Potts returned from Iceland with news of a poor breeding season for Black-tailed Godwits.  
However, Pete did manage to colour-ring 82 chicks, all with red flags on right tibia above the "knee" joint 
in combination with the usual 3 colour-rings, so keep your eyes open for them this autumn.  The first 
Godwits fresh from Iceland were on the flooded pony field to the north of Thorney Island last week, 
including a couple of local ringed birds, and today 52 were in Emsworth Harbour.  I am looking forward to 
seeing them back on the mudflats at Nore Barn come September.  See my web site for all the Godwit 
news as it happens . . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/cr-black-tailed-godwit-news.htm 
 
Other bird news 
Two Spoonbills were on Thorney Island and moved to Farlington Marshes where they were joined by a 
third on July 24.  Spoonbills may well be the next Little Egret as they continue to increase in number.  
Turtle Doves can still be heard purring along the track to the north of Thorney Island, where Swallows are 
flying and hundreds of Starlings cluster on the overhead cables.   Sadly, news from Hayling Oysterbeds 
continues to depress, with no Little Tern nests remaining and little else apart from Black-headed Gulls.  
Though Jason Crook reported the first Redshank chick on the reserve for two years.   
 
Insects 
Despite the poor weather Gatekeepers are everywhere, along with small numbers of Red Admiral, 
Comma, Peacock, Meadow Brown, Speckled Wood, Brimstone, Small Copper, Whites and Skippers.  I 
have not seen many Common Blues this year, though Chalkhill Blues and Marbled Whites were 
numerous when I was on Oxenbourne Down last week.   
The sharp eyes of my 9-year old grandson, Freddy, located several Common Green Grasshoppers when 
we went for a mooch around Brook Meadow last week.  At least, that is what I think they were,  though 
they were in various shades of green and brown.  There is a photo on my web site for July 24.  Freddy and 
I also saw literally hundreds of bright red Soldier Beetles, mostly on the white flower heeds of Hogweed, 
which currently dominate the meadow.   
 
Plants 
Most wild flowers are now past their best, but I had no difficulty on finding about 50 in flower during a 
mooch around the meadow this morning.  The more delicate plants are struggling with the huge growth of 
vegetation this summer, though plants such as Hogweed and Common Comfrey are flourishing.   
A possible stingless nettle Urtica galeopsifolia will need to be confirmed by nettle expert, Gillian Edom.   
The Lemon Balm (Melissa officinalis) that Steve Taylor found during his Herb Walk on Brook Meadow  
was a first for Brook Meadow. Our plant list now stands at 333 over the past 6 years, with 247 found so far 
this year.   Since it is listed as "Occasional" in the The Hants Flora I sent the record to Martin Rand the 
BSBI recorder who confirmed it as a garden escape.   
The tiny plant of  Common Calamint which Gavin Millar found growing on the east side of Slipper Millpond 
last year, has come up again under a mass of vegetation beside the Strawberry Tree.    
Amazingly, the lone Pyramidal Orchid at the foot of the slope down to Thorney Island is still looking good 
after at least 4 weeks in flower.  While you are there have a look at the fine display of Teasels in flower 
along the track to Thorney Road.   
Finally, the grass I have been pondering over on the footpath beside Dolphin Quay boatyard from Queen 
Street, is probably Common Saltmarsh-grass (though I could be wrong, so please check it).   
 
Photos of most of the wildlife mentioned in this report can be found on my web site at . .  . 
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/0-0-0-wildlife-photos.htm 
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BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 27-28: July 2-15, 2007 
Group Web Site: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS – report by Frances Jannaway 

Work session Thursday 5 July  
It was a cloudy but dry morning for the nine volunteers (Frances, Jennifer, Lyle, David, Pam, Jil, Barbara, 
Gaynor, Leslie) who turned up for Thursday’s work session. The main task was to clear the enormous 
growth of vegetation, especially bindweed, from around young trees such as Alder Buckthorns, Black 
Poplars, Osiers, Aspen and Rowans. The next task was to cut back the large Willow branch which had 
fallen over the river and onto the riverbank about a week ago. The cut branches were used to repair the 
Willow hurdle to restrict access to the river. Other tasks included cutting back Stinging Nettles along the 
path and around the Water Vole fence and the Deep Water sign in Palmers Road copse. Butterbur and 
Nettles overhanging the main path were cut back near the central seat on the causeway and the Lumley 
gate.  
Tasks for future work sessions include: 
· cutting a path along Bramble hedge on Seagull Lane patch 
· removing vegetation around Seagull Lane hedge 
· removing fallen Willow near South bridge 
· clearing vegetation from around young Oaks 
· strimming vegetation from around Rowans, Alder Buckthorns, etc. 
· cutting back Bindweed from the Lumley wet area and around the Meadowsweet area in the north 
meadow. 
Next work sessions: Sunday 15 July, Thursday 2 August 
 
Path Maintenance 
It is hoped that the Probation Service’s Community Pay-back team will be coming back to lay path gravel 
in the South Meadow at the end of July/beginning of August. This path has become very muddy as a 
result of all the rain. 
 
Annual cut 
Due to the poor weather conditions, the annual cut had to be postponed and will hopefully take place next 
week. Markers will be put up to indicate which areas should be cut.  
 
Trees 
The Osier near the south entrance seems to have died. The three cuttings planted in the North Meadow 
have grown well apart from one which has had the main stem broken off. Barbara has taken the broken 
stem away and will try to strike some cuttings. Nearly all of the younger Alder Buckthorns seem to have 
survived, even the ones which were chopped off by mistake are shooting again from the base! 
 
Ems Valley Walks (part of Hampshire Water Festival, Sunday 8 July).  
The morning walk, led by Brian Fellows, was attended by two people and the afternoon walk led by 
Frances Jannaway, by six people. The low numbers were probably due to several major sporting events 
held on the same day. Both walks were very enjoyable and were appreciated by those taking part.    
 
Damaged Water Vole notice 
During the last work session, it was noted that the Water Vole notice on the riverbank near the sluice had 
become damaged. The cause of the damage was not apparent and the board plus notice have been 
replaced. 
  
Forthcoming events: 
Saturday 21 July: Visitor Survey carried out by members of BMCG to monitor the number of people and 
dogs coming into Brook Meadow over a 12 hour period, between 8am and 8pm. 
Thursday 26 July: Meadow Medicine – a herb walk through Brook Meadow led by Steve Taylor of the 
Medicine Garden, Emsworth. The walk is free to members of BMCG. £3 to non members which gives 
membership of BMCG. Meet 7pm at the Brook Meadow information board in Palmers Road car park. 
 
Web site news 
1. New web site address: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 
2. Wildlife Photo Archives: The group has purchased extra web space from HCC to enable the 
development of a Wildlife Photo Archives page.  This should become a source of local wildlife photos. 
Take a look by going to . .  . http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/bm-wildlife-photos.html 

LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 

http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/
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http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/bm-wildlife-photos.html


See my web site for more wildlife news and photos . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 
 

Bird news 
This is a quiet time for most birds as they undergo their annual moult following the hectic breeding 
season.  Woodpigeon and Collared Dove can still be heard around the town and Blackbird sings its 
relaxed mellow song on calm summer evenings.  Occasional bursts of song come from Wren and 
Greenfinch, but Robins have been quiet for some while, though Ralph Hollins heard their first “autumn 
song” in the past week.  
Talking about autumn, the first of the Black-tailed Godwits are back from Iceland.  There are 70 already 
on Farlington Marshes and others should be in Emsworth Harbour fairly soon.  Young Black-headed 
Gulls are everywhere on Farlington Marshes, indicating a good breeding year.  But not such good news 
about the terns on Hayling Oysterbeds where just one Little Tern and 2 Common Terns were on nests last 
week, after the invasion of rats a few weeks ago.   
A Spoonbill was reported to be on the flooded pony field north of Thorney Little Deeps last week, but I did 
not find it when I had a look on Friday evening.  Young Swallows are flying around the stables of the old 
Marina Farm and Turtle Doves can be still be heard purring from the bushes.   
 
Mute Swan news  
The situation appears to have settled down on Slipper Millpond after the confrontation between the two 
local Mute Swan families a couple of weeks ago, leading to the death of one cygnet.  The Peter Pond pair 
is now established on Slipper Millpond with their 2 cygnets, while the original pair that nested on the east 
side of the pond are now on Dolphin Lake with their 3 remaining cygnets.  The only other cygnet in the 
area is the one on the Town Millpond though it is badly in need of natural food of which there is little on the 
millpond.  I usually pull some grass up from the verge and toss it into the pond when I am passing.  I have 
seen Mum and with her youngster on the Westbrook Stream where there is a lot of good weed.  The other 
local Mute Swan pairs all seem to have lost their cygnets, so of the original 21 cygnets from the six local 
Mute Swan nests, only 6 remain.   
 
Butterflies 
After a quiet couple of weeks, the summer brood of most butterflies have emerged. Gatekeepers 
everywhere, though Meadow Browns are getting to look a little tatty.  Skippers are abundant on warm 
days, while Comma, Peacock, Red Admiral, Large White and Green-veined White can usually be seen 
on Brook Meadow.  Even a Marbled White was on the meadow for the first time since 2003, but, 
ominously, there has been no sighting of Small Tortoiseshell for several weeks.  Common Blue and 
Speckled Wood seem to be scarce this year, though the second wave of Brimstones and Holly Blues are 
out and about.  On Saturday the Havant Wildlife Group had the pleasure of seeing several Silver-washed 
Fritillaries on Purbrook Heath and there should be some in Hollybank Woods.   
 
Plants 
There has been a massive growth of grasses, nettles and bindweed on Brook Meadow this year, 
resulting, I think, in the disappearance of several plants that I would have expected to see by now, such 
as Hedge Bedstraw, Strawberry Clover, Black Horehound, Marsh Woundwort, Marsh Ragwort and 
Marsh Arrowgrass.  And when did you last see the River Ems?   Surely, all this growth must be weather 
related?   Hogweed is a plant that is thriving with some monsters on Brook Meadow fully 8-9 feet tall.  But 
its large white flower heads attract masses of red soldier beetles.  Although most of the grasses are past 
their best, look out for the handsome cylindrical spikes of Timothy.   
 
Other local wildlife news 
1. The Havant Wildlife Group found the very rare Great Quaking Grass (Briza maxima) during a walk on 
Purbrook Heath on Saturday July 14.    
2. There is a fine display of Golden Samphire in flower along the shore at Nore Barn,  
3. I saw a female Roe Deer on the recently cleared ground to the north of Constant Springs on July 12.  
4. Musk Mallow is flowering for the first time on the edge of the reedbeds opposite Gooseberry Cottage.  
5. Amazingly, the solitary Pyramidal Orchid, which I last saw over 2 weeks ago at the foot of the slope 
going down onto Thorney Island was still looking splendid last week.  
6. On the evening of July 10, Brendan Gibb-Gray saw an extraordinary gathering of 45 Mallard on the 
west side of Slipper Millpond.  A duck AGM he wondered?  
7. Finally, Martin Rand asked me to make clear that his ID of the Pink Water Speedwell (Veronica 
catenata) in the last Newsletter  was a tentative 'best bet', based solely on a photo I sent him.   
 

http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html


BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 25-26: June 18 – July 1, 2007 
Group Web Site: http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS – report by Frances Jannaway 

Work session   
Eight volunteers turned up for an extra work session on Thursday 28 June to make final preparations for 
Northern Parade Junior School visit the next day. The following tasks were carried out: 
Litter pick around the south bridge, cut back Nettles and Brambles overhanging bridge and footpath, 
remove litter from northern section of the river and cut back Nettles and Brambles along the riverbank 
path, cut back Butterbur at Lumley entrance, filled in holes in Community area, probably dug by a dog, 
strim Nettles from around North bridge and along all the paths. 
 
Tasks for future work sessions include: cutting back Nettles along Water Vole fence in Palmers Road 
copse; cutting back fallen Willow branch; repairing Willow hurdle on riverbank; cutting a path along 
Bramble on Seagull Lane patch; removing excess vegetation from around Rowans, Alder Buckthorns, 
Next work sessions: Thursday 5 and Sunday 15 July 
 
Path Maintenance 
Les and his mate (HBC’s Open Spaces Development) did a very good job strimming the edges of the 
main paths through Brook Meadow at the beginning of last week. Alternate edges of the paths were 
strimmed (mainly to remove Stinging Nettles) to improve access. They also strimmed round the seat, 
steps, bins and signcases. 
 
Annual cut 
It is again time for the annual cut which this year will be carried out by Martin Cull at the beginning of July.   
We have decided to have the following areas cut: northern area of the North Meadow; a small area on the 
western side of the North Meadow, western area of the Central Meadow.  The arisings will be dumped on 
the eastern side of the north meadow as in previous years. We are hoping that Martin will be able to cut 
these areas as soon as the weather improves. Markers will be put up to indicate which areas should be 
cut. The remaining areas will be cut gradually over the course of the year. 
 
Quadrat survey 
A simple quadrat plant survey of several areas of the meadow was carried out by myself, David Search 
and Brian Fellows on Friday 22 June. The survey method used needs to be improved and refined before 
it can be used to help us with the management of the meadow. 
 
Northern Parade Junior School visit on 29 June 
Unfortunately, we had to cancel the visit which was due to take place on Friday 29 June because of the 
poor weather conditions. It was a hard decision to make but it was the right one since the meadow was 
under water in several places and the wind was very gusty which would have caused problems for 
several of the activities as well as our gazebos. The school would very much like to come in September 
and we will discuss whether this is possible at our next committee meeting. We have been asked to do a 
similar event for Glenwood School also in September. 
 
Memorial seat 
The memorial seat ordered from Stansted sawmills was due to be installed in the North Meadow last 
Saturday 30 June but due to very poor weather conditions this has had to be postponed. 
 
Fallen tree 
On Sunday 1 July, Pam Philips phoned to tell me a large branch of a Willow had fallen over the main 
footpath south of the s-bend in the river. She has kindly cut back the branches overhanging the path. The 
branch has not fallen into the river and it may be possible to remove it at the next work session. We need 
to decide what to do about the Willows along the riverbank following this very stormy weather. 
 
Forthcoming events: 
Sunday 8 July – Two Ems Valley Walks as part of the Hampshire Water Festival, 10am and 2pm. Morning 
walk led by Brian Fellows, afternoon walk led by Frances Jannaway. Meet at Brook Meadow information 
board in Palmers Road car park.   
 
NOTE - NEW GROUP WEB SITE ADDRESS - http://www.brook-meadow.hampshire.org.uk/ 
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LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 
See my web site for more wildlife news and photos . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

 
Drama on the millponds 
From his house overlooking Slipper Millpond, Brendan Gibb-Gray had a grandstand view of a battle royal 
as the Mute Swan family from Peter Pond, with their two cygnets, confronted the resident Mute Swan 
family, with their four cygnets.  Brendan described “an almighty fight involving all the adults”, from which 
all survived, but next day, alas, he found one of the cygnets badly mauled, from which it did not recover.  
Following this fracas things appear to have settled down with the Mute Swan pair with 2 cygnets which 
nested on Peter Pond, now ruling supreme on Slipper Millpond.  The other pair which nested on Slipper 
Millpond are now resident on Dolphin Lake with their three remaining cygnets.   
As for the other Mute Swan families the one on the Town Millpond is now down to one cygnet and the 
other family with 3 cygnets, which was in the harbour near the quay, have completely disappeared.  Oh 
well, I suppose we did not really need any more swans in Emsworth.   
 
Other Bird news 
The Coot pair that nested on the northern raft on Slipper Millpond have produced their second brood of 3 
chicks, now on the pond being tended to by one of the parents, while the female is back on the nest for a 
third time.  Meanwhile on Peter Pond 2 Coot chicks can be seen in tower nest in the centre of the pond.  
Mallard families are popping up everywhere.  On Saturday I saw one with 12 ducklings on the Town 
Millpond, down to 9 by Sunday.   I saw my first, very scruffy, juvenile Black-headed Gull of the year on 
Slipper Millpond on June 27.  
Sadly, the news does not get any better from Hayling Oysterbeds where all the Little Terns have now 
abandoned the site following the rat invasion a couple of weeks ago and are not likely to return.  The 
Common Tern nests were also predated, this time by neighbouring Black-headed Gulls, but the Ringed 
Plovers continued to sit tight despite all the havoc going on around them.   
I was surprised to see about 20 House Martins hawking for insects over fields behind Westbourne 
Avenue, the first I have seen in Emsworth for several years, but I could not find any nests in the area. If 
anyone has any news of them please get in touch.   
 
Plants on Brook Meadow 
During the quadrat survey on Brook Meadow last Friday a new plant was discovered, which Martin Rand 
has identified as Pink Water Speedwell (Veronica catenata).  This takes the total list for Brook Meadow to 
330 of which 236 have been found so far this year.  See web site for the full list.   
Black Knapweed and Spear Thistle are in flower on Brook Meadow, plus a good patch of Self-heal on the 
footpath from Palmer's Road Car Park to the south bridge (probably sown by HBC when they redid the 
path).  There is a splendid Pyramidal orchid flowering on Thorney Island just south of the Deckhouses 
Estate.  Guernsey Fleabane is springing up all over the town, but not yet flowering.   
I have been more than a little obsessed over the past couple of weeks with docks, a fascinating, but 
difficult group of plants.  Clustered Dock, Wood Dock and Broad-leaved Dock are common, around Brook 
Meadow, but I just could not find Common Sorrel anywhere, that was, until last Friday when I found some 
almost dead plants with straight pale yellow stems.  The few remaining leaves had their basal lobes 
turned back in the characteristic manner of Common Sorrel.   
 
Other plant news 
The rare Narrow-leaved Water-plantain is now flowering on the edge of the Westbrook Stream in Bridge 
Road car park where the first Common Fleabane flower is now fully open.     
Last Wednesday, I spent an interesting couple of hours with Gavin Millar, looking at plants around Slipper 
Millpond.  Among those we noted were Golden Samphire, Common Calamint,  Russian Comfrey and 
some fine examples of Wild Carrot and Perennial Sow-thistle in flower.   
Edward Rowsell, the new Conservation Officer at Chichester Harbour Conservancy, had a lower than 
usual count of 439 Southern Marsh Orchids at Fishbourne Meadows.  This suggests these orchids are 
having a relatively poor year with the annual counts at the regular local sites all down.  Maybe we shall 
have a colony in Brook Meadow in future years?  Who knows?   
 
Insects 
There are not many butterflies on the wing, apart from the ubiquitous Meadow Browns and the odd Red 
Admiral, Painted Lady, Peacock, Comma and Skipper.  However, Pauline Bond reported 4 White 
Admirals and a Silver-washed Fritillary in Hollybank Woods last week.  During my walk round Slipper 
Millpond on Wednesday my attention was caught by a fly with a black and white abdomen feeding on the 
flowers of Wild Carrot.  On the basis of a photograph it looks like a hover-fly named Scaeva pyrastri.  
Hover-flies are nectar feeders, especially fond of umbellifers.   

http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html


BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 23-24: June 4-17, 2007 
Group Web Site: http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS – report by Frances Jannaway 

Work session Sunday 17 June    
Ten volunteers turned out on a morning which became drier and warmer than expected after early 
morning rain. They were Beryl (who unfortunately became unwell and had to go home at about 10.45), 
Pam, Pat, Barbara, Jill, Frances, Graham, Richard, Dave and Wally. Brian Fellows brought the two 
Southern Marsh Orchid plants and witnessed the ‘ceremonial’ planting by Frances and Dave.  Richard 
did a sterling job mowing the community area ready for the Northern Parade School visit on 29th June 
and also cutting some of the occasional paths.  The other volunteers used hand tools to cut around the 
various sapling trees which we have planted, the Holly and Hawthorn saplings on the new Lumley Path 
fence, Alder Buckthorns and Horse Chestnuts in the South Meadow and the native hedge of Dog Rose, 
Dogwood and Field Maple along the Seagull Lane fence.  Pam also cut a path to the memorial Oak tree 
on the Seagull Lane patch and helped Frances to put down a mulch of wood chippings around the young 
hedge plants at Seagull Lane. And finally, Bramble and Stinging Nettles were cut back where they were 
overhanging paths especially along the Bramble path in South Meadow and riverbank path in North 
Meadow  As usual, everyone work very hard and produced a fair amount of heat and perspiration. 
Thanks to all for a sterling effort and we all hope that Beryl recovers speedily. 
Next work sessions: Thursday 5 and Sunday 15 July – report by Wally Osborne 
 
Path Maintenance 
I will be asking Les and his mate (HBC’s Open Spaces Development) to carry out their usual strimming of 
the edges of the main paths over the next week in preparation for the Northern Parade School visit.  
 
‘Making Wildflower Meadows’ course at Sticky Wicket 
David Search and I went on a ‘Making Wildflower Meadows’ course at Sticky Wicket in Dorset on 
Saturday 16 June. It was a very interesting and enjoyable day and we have come away with lots of ideas 
and helpful hints for Brook Meadow. Sticky Wicket is an inspiring place and a work of art created by Pam 
Lewis and her late husband over the last 20 years. The 5 acres of meadows and gardens are open to the 
public on Thursdays and Fridays, 10.30am to 8pm from June to September 2007. If you get a chance, 
please go and see it for yourself, you will not be disappointed. Directions are on the website: 
www.stickywicketgarden.co.uk 
 
Public Liability Insurance 
I am very pleased to be able to report that HBC’s Executive Council have passed a motion to pay the 
annual public liability insurance incurred by all the nature conservation groups in the Borough. The 
motion was proposed by Derek Holmes of the Langstone Conservation volunteers. Derek got a petition 
together which was signed by all the members of the Havant Conservation Forum and campaigned local 
councillors to support the motion. Many thanks to Derek for his persistence. This will make an awful lot of 
difference to the many conservation groups across the Borough who give an enormous amount of time 
and energy voluntarily to improve the numerous green spaces all over Havant Borough. 
 
Northern Parade Junior School visit on 29 June 
The Brook Meadow group is hosting a Field Studies Day for Northern Parade Junior School, Cosham 
again this year (must be the 5th year!!) A group of about 25 children accompanied by their parents or 
grandparents and several teachers come to Brook Meadow for the day with a variety of wildlife-related 
activities organised and run by the Brook Meadow Conservation Group. The field trip starts at about 
10.30am with a Nature Trail followed by Identifying Grasses or Pooh Sticks or Tree ID. After a lunch and 
toilet break by kind courtesy of Penny and Ted Aylett, the groups swap over. This is followed at 1pm by a 
second round of activities: Small Meadow Creatures and Wishing Tree Stars with the groups swapping 
over after 30 minutes. The activities finish in time for the coach back to school at 2.15pm. 
 
Forthcoming events: 
Saturday 23 June – Summer Wildlife Day 11am-4.30pm. Organised by HWT in conjunction with HBC. A 
day-long extravaganza of activities at Broadmarsh and the Oysterbeds Nature Reserve. for adults and 
children. For further details, please contact Dennis Garratt on 01489 774417. 
Sunday 8 July – Two Ems Valley Walks as part of the Hampshire Water Festival, 10am and 2pm. Morning 
walk led by Brian Fellows, afternoon walk led by Frances Jannaway. Meet at Brook Meadow information 
board in Palmers Road car park.  

http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html


LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 
Go to my web site for more wildlife news and photos . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

 
Cygnets everywhere 
I have been having great fun over the past month or so keeping tabs on the 6 local Mute Swan nests 
which have produced a total of 21 cygnets. The Slipper Millpond pair was the first with 4 cygnets and they 
can usually be seen on Dolphin Lake.  The last to produce was the "litter nest" on the Millpond and the 
family with 2 young cygnets is on the millpond.  I was concerned about the nest on the marina 
embankment, which was swamped by a high tide, but even that one produced one cygnet.   
 
Disaster at the Oysterbeds 
Disaster has struck again at the Tern colony on Hayling Oysterbeds.  Everything was going so well with 
about 50 Little Terns on nests and some with chicks.  But on June 15 Jason Crook (Hampshire Wildlife 
Trust Warden) broke the news that for the second year running rats had got onto the island where the 
Little Terns nest and all the terns had gone.  The Terns may try to nest again, probably on the RSPB 
islands in Langstone Harbour, but it is getting late to raise a fresh brood.  Meanwhile, Jason is doing what 
he can to control the rat problem, but that is not easy.  So, there will be a cloud over next weekend’s 
Wildlife Day at the Oysterbeds, but come along anyway for there will be other birds to see, which have not 
been affected, along with butterflies and wild flowers.   
 
Butterflies return 
Butterflies are returning after a quiet period.  Meadow Browns are everywhere and I counted 18 on Brook 
Meadow alone on Sunday morning and Gatekeepers should be out very soon.  Also, on Sunday morning 
I saw a stunning Small Tortoiseshell feeding on Red Clover until it was chased off by a Meadow Brown, 
but not before I got a photo of it.  Nearby a Marbled White was resting on grass, the first I have seen on 
Brook Meadow since 2003.  Both these butterflies are the first of the summer brood, so let’s hope for a 
bumper summer.  The first White Admiral of the year in Hollybank Woods was a treat for the Havant 
Wildlife Group last Saturday with more to come, along with Silver-washed Fritillaries.  
 
Harlequin Ladybird 
During my wardening session on Hayling Oysterbeds, I saw my first ever Harlequin Ladybird.  See photo 
on my web site. Originally from Asia, Harlequins came to Britain in 2004 and have been spreading 
rapidly.  They create a problem for our native Ladybirds since they easily out-compete them for greenfly 
and will readily turn on other insects (including Ladybirds) when food is scarce.  Sightings should be 
reported to http://www.harlequin-survey.org/   Photo on my web site.  Address above.  
 
Orchid News 
On Sunday the conservation group planted two Southern Marsh Orchids on Brook Meadow.  They were 
donated by orchid enthusiast, Nigel Johnson, who said they would seed themselves and hopefully 
multiply.  They have done very well in his garden!  The nearest Southern Marsh Orchids colonies are at 
South Moor, Langstone and Fishbourne Meadows, so it would be very nice to have another local colony 
between the two.  Bee Orchids continue to pop up on Brook Meadow where there are now at least 12.  
Then, on Sunday morning I found a second Common Spotted Orchid in full flower on Brook Meadow for 
the first time ever.  We must be creating the right habitat for them to thrive.  
 
Other wildlife news 
1. Fred Portwin saw a Barn Owl hunting at dusk near Cobnor House on Chidham.  Fred has also seen a 
Little Owl on several occasions along Cot Lane Chidham.  
2. The shore to the east of Emsworth is covered by a thick layer of green seaweed.  My tentative 
identification is Enteromorpha compressa, an alga which grows the mudflats of estuaries in summer.  
3. The Slipper Millpond Association have renewed their interpretation boards, retaining Marian Forster’s 
fine artwork, but adding more information about the history and wildlife of Slipper Millpond, including a 
few photos from yours truly.   
4. The four young Peregrines have left the nest on Chichester Cathedral and can be seen with their 
parents from the Cathedral Cafe immediately behind the Cathedral.  Well worth a visit.  
5. More on grasses: There is an encouraging growth of Meadow Fescue on the North Meadow along with 
lots more Festulolium Hybrids.  Timothy appeared for the first time this week, taking the total number of 
different grasses on Brook Meadow so far this year to 25.   
6. I was lucky to spot a Wolf Spider (Pisaura mirabilis) while looking for sedges in the long grass on Brook 
Meadow, guarding her silken tent nest of tiny spiderlings.  Photo on my web site.  

http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html
http://www.harlequin-survey.org/


BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 21-22: May 21 - June 3, 2007 
Group Web Site: http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS – Report by Frances Jannaway 

Next work session  
The tasks planned for the next work session on Thursday 7 June include: 
· trimming back overhanging branches along Lumley Path to bridge and weed around Hawthorns 
and Holly saplings 
· removing flowering shoots of Hemlock Water-dropwort in Lumley wet area 
· clearing around Alder Buckthorn, Oak and Osier saplings 
· cutting and raking designated area for memorial seat in North Meadow  
· cutting back Bramble overhanging paths especially along Bramble path in South Meadow and 
riverbank path in North Meadow  
· cutting and raking community area 
· litter picking in Palmers Road copse. 
 Future work sessions: Sunday 17 June and Thursday 5 July 
 
‘Meadow Healing’ Herb Walk - Thursday 24 May  
It was a lovely sunny evening for the 19 people who came on the ‘Meadow Healing’ herb walk through 
Brook Meadow led by Steve Taylor of the Medicine Garden during Herbal Medicine Awareness week. Of 
the 19 people on the herb walk, 8 were current members and 9 signed up as new members. Steve started 
his walk by talking about the value of natural areas such as Brook Meadow and how important it is to 
protect this ever-diminishing natural resource for future generations. 
By means of anecdotes, research findings, personal experience and folklore told by older people he had 
met, Steve went on to describe the uses of several common herbs found in Brook Meadow. The plants 
included Common Nettle, Willow, Butterbur, Mallow, Blackberry, Mugwort, Burdock, Meadowsweet and 
Common Spotted Orchid. A full report can be found on the website. 
 
Deep Water sign in Palmers Road copse 
The sign which had been rotated round to face the wrong way by people with nothing better to do has now 
been turned back to face the right way and tightened up to prevent this from happening again. 
 
Pollution in Mill Ponds 
A pollution incident in the form of black sludge entering Slipper Mill Pond from Peter Pond was reported to 
Nick Madina (Slipper Mill Pond Preservation Association) on 23 May. Nick had a good look round both 
millponds as well as the southern sections of the River Ems but the water was clear and he came to the 
conclusion that it was a false alarm. However, there had been a ‘real’ pollution incident in Dolphin Creek 
ten days earlier. He contacted the Environment Agency who gave the following advice. 
If you do see any pollution in either the river or the millponds you should:   
· phone the Environment Agency on 0800 80 70 60  
· give details of the incident and mention the names of the Local Rangers in the report - i.e. Paul 
Reynolds and Trevor Page.  
Not sure if it is a coincidence but Southern Water vans have been seen around the area of the millponds 
over the last few days.  
 
‘Making Wildflower Meadows’ course 
David Search and I are going on a ‘Making Wildflower Meadows’ course at Sticky Wicket in Dorset on 
Saturday 16 June. Pat and Graham Walsgrove are also coming along to have a look at what has been 
done on this 5-acre site. Pam Lewis the founder of the meadows at Sticky Wicket has written a book 
about her project and there is a website: www.stickywicket.garden.co.uk 
 
Forthcoming events: 
Saturday 23 June – Summer Wildlife Day 11am-4.30pm. Organised by HWT in conjunction with HBC. A 
day-long extravaganza of activities at Broadmarsh and the Oysterbeds Nature Reserve. As well as 
guided walks, children’s activities, Wild-Trek High-Tech trailer, inflatable whales and a bird 
observation/identification point, there will also be a guided cycle ride around Langstone Harbour. For 
further details, please contact Dennis Garratt on 01489 774417. 
Friday 29 June - Northern Parade Junior School Field Studies Day in Brook Meadow 10am-2.30pm 
Sunday 8 July - Ems Valley Walks  10am and 2pm. Meet at Brook Meadow information board in Palmers 
Road car park.  

LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 
See my web site for all the wildlife news and photos:  http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html
http://www.stickywicket.garden.co.uk/
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html


 
Water Voles 
On Saturday 2 June, Jonathan Benge (who has a PhD on Water Voles!) conducted a Water Vole survey 
on the river in Brook Meadow with 6 volunteers.  They found quite a few burrows, latrines and feeding 
stations, mainly in the area where the voles have been seen this year.  None were found near the south 
bridge, which has been a good place for Voles in the past, and few north of the S-bend.  Jonathan thought 
the overgrown river banks could be a problem as Water Voles prefer an open habitat.  
I had a good sighting of a Water Vole on May 23 from the new fence, actively rushing around with bits of 
vegetation, popping in and out of burrow holes.  It was almost certainly feeding youngsters, though I did 
not see any.  The best photo was of an eye peeping at me through the vegetation!  See web site.  
  
Local bird news 
The Mute Swan family with 2 cygnets from Peter Pond have been wandering up the Lumley Stream and 
on one occasion I saw them grazing on Brook Meadow.  The Mute Swan family with 4 cygnets are looking 
in good health on Slipper Millpond.  The Coot chicks are also developing well and I think the adults maybe 
trying for a second brood (that is not unusual).   
When I last checked (May 30) the Mute Swan was still on its “litter nest” in the corner of the Town 
Millpond, but the Swan nest on the north embankment of the marina, which had been swamped at high 
tide, has now been abandoned.  Up to 4 Reed Warblers continue to chunter in the reedbeds on the 
Hermitage millponds and a Sandwich Tern was fishing on Slipper Millpond last week.    
When shopping in Chichester have a cup of tea in the Cathedral Cafe and see the 4 Peregrine chicks on 
the RSPB camera, and the adults hunting, if you are lucky.  You may also meet ex-Brook Meadow 
volunteer Graham Ault, who keeps an eye on their progress.  Then return via West Ashling where 7 Black 
Swans are on the millpond and Marlpit Lane to listen for Nightingales and Turtle Dove.    
 
Little Terns 
The great Tern show continues at Hayling Oysterbeds, where around 50 pairs of Little Terns are now 
settled on nests. However, the awful weather over the last bank holiday weekend forced the female terns 
to abandon their nests and fish for themselves, since the males were not bringing in food. Although they 
went back on the nests, Warden, Jason Crook is not sure what the effect of this absence will be,  but 
hopes it will only postpone the hatching date by a day or two.  
There are also a dozen or so pairs of Common Terns and a few Black-headed Gulls, one pair with chicks.  
Two pairs of Oystercatchers are nesting.  The views of all these species are some of the best you are 
ever likely to get in Britain.  Jason is there most days and you will find me there on Tuesday mornings 
doing my regular volunteer wardening stint.  So, why not come along? 
 
Insects 
Despite the warm weather there has been a paucity of butterflies in the local area.  However, I did see my 
first Meadow Brown on Portsdown Hill last week plus Common Blue, Large Skipper and Brimstones.  I 
was very pleased to see a Small Tortoiseshell on Hayling Island on Saturday.  This is fast becoming a 
very rare butterfly.  Burnet and Cinnabar moths (both black and red) are now flying. Male and female 
Banded Demoiselles can usually be seen on Brook Meadow.  
 
Orchid time 
The local area is awash with orchids at present, and Brook Meadow is joining in!  Jennifer Rye spotted the 
first ever Bee Orchid on the meadow and I found another 4 flowering plants.  Bee Orchids are also 
springing up for the first time also on North Common on Hayling Island.  Southern Marsh Orchids can be 
seen on South Moor, Langstone and Fishbourne Meadows.  Photos are on my web site.   
 
Grasses galore 
This is a great time of the year to see and admire grasses, particularly on Brook Meadow where they are 
looking truly magnificent.  Of the 33 different grasses on the Brook Meadow list, 20 have so far been 
identified this year.  See the list on the web site.  Go out and see how many you can identify, but most of 
all enjoy them.  I had a quick mooch around the meadow this evening and found two special grasses, 
both old meadow indicators, for the first time this year.  Meadow Barley is flowering in the south eastern 
corner or the South Meadow and Festulolium Hybrids (Festulolium loliaceum) on the side of the path 
through the South Meadow.   
 



BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 19-20, 2007 
Web Site: http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS – Report by Frances Jannaway 

 
Work session Sunday 20 May – report by Wally Osborne.   
Bright sunshine and high scattered clouds – perfect weather for the eleven volunteers: Beryl, Jill, Penny, 
Jenny, Barbara, Pat, Graham, Dave, David, Richard & Wally.   
The following tasks were completed:  
* Remove Hemlock Water-dropwort plants and flower-heads  
* Cut back plum tree and gorse overhanging causeway path. Cut back some willow saplings.   
* Cut around Alder Buckthorn and Horse Chestnut saplings. 
* Cut paths on N and S meadows with power scythe and remove most arisings, also cut path to Aspen  
* Cut community area and arisings removed ready for Northern Parade Junior School visit on 29 June. 
* Strimmed steps, seat area and Lumley gate area. 
* Litter picked in Palmers Road copse. 
Tasks for the next work sessions include: 
* trimming back overhanging branches along Lumley Path and weed Hawthorns and Holly saplings 
* clearing around Oak and Osier saplings 
* cutting and raking designated area for memorial seat in North Meadow  
* cutting and raking community area. litter picking 
Next work sessions: Thursday 7 June and Sunday 17 June 
 
Path maintenance work  
Path maintenance work in Palmers Road copse has now been completed which included relaying the 
path from the Water Vole signcase round to the other entrance onto Palmers Road car park, removing a 
set of steps and rebuilding them in a more useful location and building a ramp to prevent the path from 
collapsing. Frances Sweeney our local reporter met the area supervisor on 10 May and an article will 
hopefully appear in The News before too long.  
Path maintenance work will recommence in the South Meadow in about the middle of June. The work has 
been carried out by young offenders on a community payback programme supervised by the Probation 
Service. Materials are being supplied by Havant Borough Council.  
The edges of all the main paths have been cut by HBC’s Open Spaces Development team. Thanks go to 
Les and his mate for cutting them as requested to make access safer while still maintaining the character 
of a nature conservation area and not a park. 
 
Trees 
The Aspen is now in full leaf and is looking very good with slightly larger leaves than last year. All 3 of the 
young Horse Chestnuts are now in leaf and only one of the Alder Buckthorns seems to have died. Several 
of the Rowans are in flower. The two Black Poplars have grown tremendously. 
 
Japanese Knotweed 
The patch of invasive Japanese Knotweed on the western riverbank near the gasholder has not been 
completely eradicated by the herbicide spraying carried out by the Environment Agency last year. There 
is still a patch coming up under a dead tree trunk. The EA have been informed of this and hopefully will 
take action to prevent its spread.  
 
Campers on Brook Meadow 
At the start of Sunday’s workday, Wally had reports of campers on the NE corner of the meadow by the 
railway tunnel. Two tents were right on path and he and two other volunteers spoke to 1 male and 2 
females probably German nationality. The campers were told that BM is a conservation area and 
camping is not allowed. They were very polite and said that a local person had said it was a public 
footpath and ok to camp. They agreed to leave and did so at 11am. Please note: there are no public 
footpaths through Brook Meadow, they are all permissive paths and camping is not allowed in Brook 
Meadow. 
 
Forthcoming events: 
Thursday 24 May: Meadow Medicine – a herb walk through Brook Meadow led by Steve Taylor. Meet 
7pm at Brook Meadow information board in Palmers Road car park. 
Friday 29 June 10am-2.30pm: Northern Parade Junior School field studies day in Brook Meadow 

http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html


LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 
See my web site for more wildlife news and photos:  http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

 
Water Voles 
I have received four reports of Water Voles on the River Ems over the past 2 weeks, including two in 
which baby voles were seen, so maybe things are not so gloomy as we first thought.  However, the 
sightings are all from one area, suggesting there is only one active pair. Graham Roberts from the 
Hampshire Wildlife Trust is a bit concerned why the Water Voles are not picking up and hopes to come 
over to Emsworth to carry out a training /survey day with some of his volunteers.  Anne de Potier tells me 
Water Voles are seen regularly at Fishbourne Meadows and Ralph Hollins had the surprise of his life 
when he saw one in the centre of Havant.  So keep your eyes skinned, they are about.   
 
Bird news 
Whitethroat were late arriving on Brook Meadow - first were singing on May 10, a good two weeks later 
than in previous years.  There are plenty of Reed Warblers; three have been singing in the reedbeds on 
Peter Pond, one of which occasionally pops into Brook Meadow, and one on Slipper Millpond.    
Swifts are a great sight at this time of the year, sweeping scythe-like through the sky.  Five were feeding 
low over Brook Meadow, in the manner of Swallows, on May 15.  And as I write (Sunday evening) a group 
of about 10 are screaming around the houses in Bridge Road, Emsworth.   
Locally, the only Cuckoos I know of can be heard at North Thorney and at Lumley.  
Little Terns regularly nest on Hayling Oysterbeds and a volunteer wardening scheme has started again 
under the direction of Jason Crook to protect this highly endangered species.  On my stint last Tuesday I 
had the pleasure of watching 28 of them, though Jason reports over 120 roost there at night.   
Peregrines are nesting again on Chichester Cathedral for the 7th year running.  The RSPB have a 
camera set up over the nest and you can see 4 chicks live on screen in the Cathedral Cafe.  From the cafe 
garden you can also watch the parent Peregrines hunting overhead.  Fantastic!    
 
Millpond News 
At the time of writing, of the six local Mute Swan nests, four have produced cygnets.  The Slipper Millpond 
pair hatched 5 cygnets on May 14, but they lost one. The Peter Pond pair hatched 2 cygnets (with one 
egg still in the nest).  The pair on the deckhouses pond have 4 cygnets and the pair on Thorney Little 
Deeps have 5 cygnets.  That makes a grand total of 15 cygnets so far in Emsworth!  
The nest on the north embankment of Emsworth Marina was flooded by the high spring tide, and is 
unlikely to produce young.  Meanwhile, we are praying for the Swan on “litter nest” in the SW corner of the 
Town Millpond, but I am not optimistic.   
The Coot families seem to be OK on Slipper Millpond and Peter Pond with chicks growing well.  The 
resident Moorhens on the River Ems had 5 chicks, now down to 4.  Moorhen chicks are extraordinary 
creatures with red faces and huge black eyes, but I’m sure their parents love ‘em to bits.     
 
Wild flowers 
For the second year running a Common Spotted Orchid has emerged on Brook Meadow in much the 
same area as last year.  Yellow Rattle is coming up in the same area, possibly from seeds planted by the 
conservation group last year.  Also, flowering are Stream Water-crowfoot, Brooklime and Water Figwort 
on the Ems and Hairy Buttercup and Hedge Woundwort in Palmer's Road Copse.   
My annual Ragged Robin count produced only 85 flowering plants on Brook Meadow, which is the 
second lowest since 2002 and considerably less than the 332 counted last year.  However, numbers do 
vary from year to year and they are beautiful flowers. Take a look.  My annual count of 323 Early-purple 
Orchids in Hollybank Woods was also lower than those of the last 2 years.   
 
Grasses and Sedges 
Among the new grasses flowering on Brook Meadow were Perennial Ryegrass and  Marsh Foxtail (with 
“knees”).  Plicate Sweet-grass is open on the Westbrook Stream, but not yet on the Ems.  Of the sedges, 
Spiked Sedge is out on the North Meadow and Sea Club-rush on the South Meadow.  Thus, 10 of the 11 
sedges on Brook Meadow list have been found this year.  Two sedges have been removed from the list 
as having “unsafe” identification.    
 
Other wildlife news 
I saw the first “Thigh Beetles" (Oedemera nobilis) of the year on Brook Meadow today (Sunday 20 May).  
They are aptly named for their swollen thighs and can usually be seen resting, feeding or mating on 
flowerheads.   See my web site for photos of them and of most other wildlife in the report. 

http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html


BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 17-18, 2007 
Web Site: http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS - report by Frances Jannaway 

 
BMCG work session – Thursday 3 May  
The tasks planned for the work session on Thursday include: 
· Digging up the roots of Hemlock Water-dropwort plants in the Lumely wet area, filling the holes 
with earth and removing roots to tip. 
· Giving TLC to the young Rowans e.g. tying them more securely to their posts 
· Removing excess vegetation from around the recently planted hedge at Seagull Lane entrance 
· Watering recently planted young trees such as Osiers, Aspen and Oak  
· General litter pick in Palmers Road copse. 
· Removing invasive Bramble from area sown with Yellow Rattle. 
· Strimming the area around the seat, steps, bins and signcases as required. 
Next work sessions: Sunday 20 May and Thursday 7 June.   
Meet at the Lumley gate at 10am. Tools and gloves are provided. Everybody is welcome.  
 
Path maintenance work  
Path maintenance work is continuing in Palmers Road copse and a ramp will be constructed at the next 
session on Thursday. Once work has been completed here, the group will start on the path in the South 
Meadow including putting up a handrail at the side of the central steps. The work is being carried out by 
young offenders on a community service programme supervised by the Probation Service. Materials are 
being supplied by Havant Borough Council. Frances Sweeney our local reporter has been informed and 
will be meeting the area supervisor on 10 May to give the scheme some positive publicity. 
 
Trees 
The Aspen planted more than a year ago on the eastern side of the north meadow is just starting to show 
signs of leaves. It was a tall tree when planted and requires a lot of water. In view of the lack of rainfall, we 
are starting a watering rota for all recently planted trees.  
The mature Crack Willows on the northern riverbank cut down very low in February this year are starting 
to shoot as is the large trunk which was left on the meadow. It is hoped that this severe tree surgery work 
will not be required again and we have put in a request to Andrew Skeet at HBC that all the mature Crack 
Willows on the northern riverbank are pollarded properly next winter. 
 
Local Nature Reserve status 
We have been reliably informed that it is now only weeks away before Brook Meadow will be officially 
designated as a Local Nature Reserve. So watch this space!  
 
Butterfly transect 
The second BMCG ‘Butterfly Transect’ is already underway, following the successful start in 2006. This 
survey is conducted in co-operation with the Hampshire / Isle of Wight branch of Butterfly Conservation 
Group. A number of volunteer members walk around the meadow following a set route once a week 
between April and October, recording their sightings on a simple form. The process takes about 20 to 30 
minutes and we can easily give simple training to any member who would like to participate. If interested 
in taking part, please contact Wally Osborne on 01243 375433 or e-mail at 
wjn@wosborne.fsbusiness.co.uk 
 
Signcases 
The signcase near the southern entrance had eggs thrown at it just before Easter. It has since been 
cleaned. The cover to this signcase needs to be replaced since it is badly scratched with several burn 
marks over the surface making it difficult to see the information inside.  
 
Forthcoming events: 
Monday 7 May: May Day in Havant Park, 11am to 4pm. Art and wildlife fun activities for all the family to 
celebrate the return of summer. 
Sunday 10 May: Wildflowers and Butterflies in Hollybank Woods led by Andy Brook and John Bond. Meet 
10am at top of Hollybank Lane. 
Thursday 24 May: Meadow Medicine – a herb walk through Brook Meadow led by Steve Taylor. Meet 
7pm at Brook Meadow information board in Palmers Road car park. 

http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html
mailto:wjn@wosborne.fsbusiness.co.uk


LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 
See my web site for more wildlife news with photos:  http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

 
Water Vole news (or lack of it) 
Water Vole sightings continue to be scarce for the second year running. Thanks to an eagle-eyed Pam 
Phillips we did see one disappearing into its burrow during last Sunday’s Guided Walk on Brook Meadow 
and Jennifer Rye saw one in the same place a few days later.  Apart from that there is little to report.  This 
suggests the best days for Water Voles on the River Ems may be over. This is not so surprising as the 
population is small and has little opportunity for fresh input from outside.  However, they have been 
spotted on the canalised millstream in Westbourne.  I am not sure what the situation is at Fishbourne 
Meadows, but the Arundel WWT Reserve is probably the best place locally to see them.    
 
Millpond News 
There is an unprecedented 6 Mute Swan nests on ponds in the Emsworth area, five of which are well 
constructed with a pair of parents in residence; i.e., on Peter Pond, Slipper Millpond, Emsworth Marina, 
the Deckhouses pond and on Thorney Little Deeps.  I am not confident about the nest, constructed 
largely of twigs and litter, in the far corner of the Town Millpond.  This could well be a bumper year for 
Swan cygnets, though there is certainly no shortage of Swans!  The local Coots also seem to be doing 
better than last year, with at least 3 families on the two Hermitage Millponds.  Two pairs of Moorhen are 
on the River Ems in Brook Meadow with probably another 2 pairs on the Hermitage Millponds.   
 
Summer visitors 
Regular bird migrants have arrived from the south, some earlier than usual, some later.  On Brook 
Meadow, 2 Blackcaps and 2 Chiffchaffs are well established, but to date I have yet to hear a Whitethroat 
on the meadow, though there are plenty in the local area.  Two Reed Warblers are singing from the Peter 
Pond reedbeds, which David Gattrell has tended to over the winter.  A good place for migrants is north 
Thorney, where you can hear (and sometimes see) Reed Warbler, Sedge Warbler, Cetti's Warbler, 
Whitethroat, Lesser Whitethroat, Turtle Dove and Cuckoo (though I have yet to hear one myself!).  
Swallows have returned to the stables west of Thornham Lane and last week, 2 Nightingales were 
singing on Marlpit Lane in Woodmancote.  Swifts are always last of the migrants to arrive and first to 
leave.  I saw my first one in Emsworth on April 29. Two days later, three were over Bridge Road; soon 
family parties will be screaming around the houses, and summer will be here!   
 
Insects 
There has been nothing special on the local butterfly front over the past 2 weeks, though there are still 
plenty of Brimstones and Holly Blues about.  I was on Butser Hill last Saturday where I saw and 
photographed Dingy Skipper, Grizzled Skipper and Duke of Burgundy (see my web site).  All are 
specialist chalk downland butterflies.  Butser is well worth a visit and the Cowslips are breathtaking!  On a 
less welcome note, there seem to be a lot of Brown-tail Moth cocoons in the hedgerows.     
 
Wild flowers 
Lots of plants have burst into flower over the past 2 weeks.  Cow Parsley is everywhere and it has been 
another good year for Dandelions.  The delicate Cuckooflowers are showing up well on Brook Meadow, 
where you can also find Red Clover, Spotted Medick, Ground Ivy, Wood Avens, Common Mouse-ear, 
Water Forget-me-not and Cleavers, among many others.  The first of the Ragged Robin opened this 
week on Brook Meadow, though it has been out for a while on Warblington Farm.  The bright yellow 
flowers of Yellow Flag are now showing well alongside the streams as are Tree Mallow on the east side of 
Slipper Millpond and Hedgerow Crane's-bill on the marina seawall.  
 
Grasses and Sedges 
Botanically, Brook Meadow is best known for its grasses and sedges.  Some of the 34 grasses on the list 
are already flowering, including Meadow Foxtail (abundant since early spring), Tall Fescue (In distinctive 
tufts) and Barren Brome (gracefully drooping).  So far I have found 8 of Brook Meadow’s 11 confirmed 
sedges, which grow on the wetter areas of the meadow.  Divided Sedge is particularly abundant this year 
and can be seen best in the south eastern corner of the South Meadow and above the causeway.  Tufts 
of Distant Sedge are also showing well around the meadow, while Greater Pond Sedge is prominent on 
the banks of the streams.   
 

http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html


BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 15-16: Apr 9-22, 2007 
Web Site: http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS - report by Frances Jannaway 

BMCG work session 
Sunday 15 April was a lovely sunny morning with 9 volunteers (Wally, Pam, Dave, Pat, Barbara, Jill, 
Debbie, Jenny and Graham).  
Tasks completed included:  
Building a dead hedge behind the industrial estate near the gasholder utilising arisings already present. 
Digging up roots of 5 large Hemlock Water-dropwort plants and filling holes with earth. Wally removed 
roots to tip. 
General litter pick 
Clearing vegetation around young trees, such as Alder Buckthorns, Blackthorns and Horse Chestnuts. 
Strimming the area around the seat, steps, bins and signcases. 
The group worked very hard and in the heat it was truly appreciated.  
Report by Pat Walsgrove 
 
Management note: 
Hemlock Water-dropwort is a native plant to Britain which grows in wet areas like Brook Meadow. It is an 
invasive plant if left to grow unchecked and will soon dominate other more delicate plants which need to 
be encouraged to increase the biodiversity of the meadow.  
 
Tasks for future work sessions include: 
· continuing digging up and destroying roots of Hemlock Water-dropwort in Lumley wet area 
· removing vegetation from around the newly planted hedge along the Seagull Lane fence 
· litter pick along river and riverbank. 
Next work sessions are on: Thursday 3 May and Sunday 20 May.  
Meet at the Lumley gate at 10am. Tools and gloves are provided. Everybody is welcome.  
 
Path maintenance work  
On Thursday 12 April, work was started in Palmers Road copse to maintain all the paths through Brook 
Meadow. The work is being carried out by young offenders on a community service programme 
supervised by the Probation Service. After two Thursday work sessions, the following work has been 
completed:  wooden path edging boards have been put up where needed starting from the Water Vole 
fence up to where the path joins another one from the car park. The small set of steps which had become 
redundant has been removed and another set made to make access from the car park easier. The paths 
and steps have been filled with path gravel and a wacker plate used to compact the gravel. It is hoped 
that the work will continue in the South Meadow next Thursday. Materials are being supplied by Havant 
Borough Council. 
 
Water levels in River Ems 
Water levels in both the River Ems and Lumley Stream remain quite high and the flow is fairly rapid. This 
is despite the lack of rain for some weeks now.   
 
Newly planted trees 
The Field Maples planted along the Seagull Lane fence are now in leaf as is the memorial Oak. Six of the 
recently planted Alder Buckthorns (out of a total of 15) do not seem to be showing any signs of life.  
 
Forthcoming events: 
Sunday 22 April: Spring Bird Song in Hollybank Woods led by Brian Fellows. Meet 10am at end of 
Hollybank Lane  
Sunday 29 April: Guided Walk through Brook Meadow led by Brian Fellows. Meet 10am at Brook 
Meadow information board in Palmers Road car park. 
Sunday 10 May: Wildflowers and Butterflies in Hollybank Woods led by Andy Brook and John Bond. Meet 
10am at end of Hollybank Lane. 
Thursday 24 May: Meadow Medicine – a herb walk through Brook Meadow led by Steve Taylor. Meet 
7pm at Brook Meadow information board in Palmers Road car park. 
 

 
 

LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 
See my web site for all the news and photos:  http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html


 
Water Vole news 
Water Vole sightings continue to be very scarce for the second year running on Brook Meadow, which is 
a cause for concern.  I have had just two sightings reported to me over the past 2 weeks.  Even Pam 
Phillips, a regular early morning watcher, has not seen one for over a month.  However, a lady who lives 
in Westbourne told me there were some in the canalised millstream at Westbourne.    
 
Millpond News 
Our two local Mute Swan nests are still doing well, having survived last week’s high spring tides. The one 
on Peter Pond has at least 8 eggs in it.  The eggs take 36 days to incubate so it will be some time before 
we see cygnets.  Meanwhile, I discovered two more local Mute Swan nests, one on the northern 
embankment of Emsworth Marina and another on the pond on the Deckhouses Estate, both with Swans 
sitting.  A 5th local Mute Swan nest is in the reeds on Thorney Little Deeps.   
The Coot pair on Slipper Millpond have produced 5 chicks and I recently had the pleasure of watching 
them being fed by their parents.  In between feeding the parents indulged in a little ritual in which they 
passed a small food item (a red worm) to and from each other.  The other Coot nest on the southern raft 
have not yet produced young, but the pair nesting near the island on Peter Pond have 2 chicks.   
 
Summer migrants 
I have been trawling around the local area for much of the past week looking for summer migrants with 
mixed success.  Chiffchaff and Blackcap have been singing on Brook Meadow for the past 3 weeks, but 
there is still no Whitethroat as yet.  However, Lesser Whitethroat was singing on Thorney Island this 
weekend along with Sedge Warbler, Cetti's Warbler and Reed Bunting.   Swallows are back in the stables 
that used to be Marina Farm, no sign of Turtle Dove or Cuckoo.  Has anyone heard a Cuckoo?     
 
Nightingale 
The crowning glory of my week came at 8.30 this evening at the less than salubrious surroundings of 
Marlpit Lane, Woodmancote, where I was enraptured (sorry for the Wordsworthian ardour) with the 
magical song of the Nightingale, the Maria Callas of the bird world.  It was in much the same place as last 
year, on the east side of Marlpit Lane about 200 yards north of the amenity tip.  Interestingly, the bird was 
also making the very un-Nightingale frog-like croaking that I have heard from it before.   
 
Insects 
Butterflies have been on the wing during recent warm weather, with Holly Blues and Brimstones 
particularly numerous.  On April 12 I recorded 8 Peacock butterflies on Brook Meadow.  I have also seen 
2 Small Tortoiseshells which may augur well for this insect which has suffered badly over the past 2 
years.  As usual, Robin Pottinger was the first to report Orange Tip in his Emsworth garden on April 10 (I 
think he must breed them).  On Sunday morning in Hollybank Woods we saw swarms of black flies with 
legs hanging, drifting slowly around low vegetation; possibly St Mark's Flies, so called because they often 
appear close to St Mark's Day (April 25th).   
 
Plants 
There has been a fine display of Lesser Celandine on Brook Meadow this spring and now Buttercups are 
coming up. Cow Parsley is flowering well along the main river path, while the more delicate 
Cuckooflowers are dotted around the grassland.  Goat's Beard is flowering (but only before noon) at the 
end of Seagull Lane, along with Garlic Mustard by the bridge.  The famous Divided Sedge is showing  well 
in the wetter areas of Brook Meadow and Greater Pond Sedge by the Lumley Stream.  Of the grasses 
Meadow Foxtail, Barren Brome and Tall Fescue are in flower.  Trees are also looking fine, in particular the 
tall Basford Willows with long yellow catkins near the Seagull Lane gate.  Our Pussy Willows have largely 
completed flowering and will soon be showering the meadow with fluffy seeds.   
 
Hollybank Woods 
This is a good time of the year to visit this beautiful woodland to the north of Emsworth.  I did a spring bird 
song walk this Sunday and the woods were full of bird song, including Blackcap and Chiffchaff with 
Buzzards flying overhead.  Plenty of butterflies are on the wing, particularly, Brimstones of both sexes, 
plus, of course, some magnificent trees.  There is a particularly fine display of Bluebells on the eastern 
section, but the Early-purple Orchids appear to be having a poor year.  Go to the web site for more 
information at . .  http://www.hants.org.uk/hollybank-woods/ 

BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 13-14: Mar 26 – Apr 8, 2007 
Web Site: http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS - report by Frances Jannaway 

http://www.hants.org.uk/hollybank-woods/
http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html


BMCG work sessions 
Thursday 5 April - It was a glorious sunny morning for the ten volunteers (Frances, Pam, Dave, Pat, 
Graham, Jennifer, Lyle, Jil, Barbara and Gaynor). The group successfully completed the following tasks: 
Gaynor and Barbara did a litter pick in Palmers Road copse collecting two large bags of rubbish. Pam, Jil 
and Dave erected a dead hedge to the north of the Water Vole signcase as well as at the end of the fence 
to restrict access to the riverbank. Jennifer and Pat did a litter pick along the riverbank and river starting at 
the south bridge but were unable to finish the job because of the large amount of litter, including two very 
large cardboard boxes and an amount of paper found behind the AD Williams industrial unit on Palmers 
Road. It seems that employees of this company are throwing their bottles and packaging over onto the 
land at the back of their car park. A letter will have to be written to the managing director expressing our 
concern at this lack of responsibility by some of their staff. Finally, Graham, Lyle and Frances started to 
dig up the roots of Hemlock Water-dropwort in the Lumley wet area in an experiment to try to prevent this 
plant from dominating the whole area. We filled 5 large bin bags with roots for removal to the tip and 
backfilled the holes with soil taken from Molehills. The roots look a bit like Dahlia tubers.  
Tasks for future work sessions include: 
· building a new dead hedge behind the industrial units to the south of the gas holder 
· continuing digging up and destroying roots of Hemlock Water-dropwort in Lumley wet area 
· removing vegetation from around the Alder Buckthorns. 
Next work sessions are on: Sunday 15 April and Thursday 3 May. Meet at the Lumley gate at 10am.  
 
Path maintenance work by HBC 
Rob Hill of HBC Open Spaces Development Team informs me that he has contacted Eddie Pervin of the 
Probation Service who works with offenders on community service. Eddie is keen to carry out work on the 
footpaths in Brook Meadow and will probably be starting next Thursday with putting timber edges along 
the section by the Water Vole fence where it is subsiding. Rob is hoping they will continue around the 
whole site maintaining the paths bit by bit. I will keep an eye on the work and we can discuss any 
additional bits\modifications to the work as it progresses. Workdays are each Thursday.  
 
Vandalism 
Our green Water Vole notice was ripped off the post again while I was away on holiday at the end of 
March. Fortunately, Dave Lee spotted it and has replaced the board with a new one and put back the 
notice. The signcase near the southern entrance had eggs thrown at it just before schools broke up for 
Easter and will be cleaned as soon as possible. 
 
Newly planted trees 
The Dogwood planted along the Seagull Lane fence is in leaf as is one of the Field Maples. Two of the 
Rowans on the eastern side of the North Meadow are in leaf and two of the young Osiers planted nearby 
have catkins. The young Blackthorn plants in the NE corner of the meadow are in flower. The Willow 
‘fence’ nearest the sluice erected to restrict access to the riverbank is also starting to shoot. This ‘green 
fence’ will need to be kept cut to a suitable height. 
 
Butterfly survey 2007 
On Friday 6 April, a small group of volunteers (Pat, Graham, Frances, Pam and Dave) carried out the first 
butterfly transect of 2007. The weather was warm and sunny and we recorded 4 Peacock, 1 Comma, 1 
Brimstone and 1 Speckled Wood. 
 
Forthcoming events: 
Sunday 22 April: Spring Bird Song in Hollybank Woods led by Brian Fellows. Meet 10am at top of 
Hollybank Lane.  
Sunday 29 April: Guided Walk through Brook Meadow led by Brian Fellows. Meet 10am at Brook 
Meadow information board in Palmers Road car park. 
Sunday 10 May: Wildflowers and Butterflies in Hollybank Woods led by Andy Brook and John Bond. Meet 
10am at top of Hollybank Lane. 
Thursday 24 May: Meadow Medicine – a herb walk through Brook Meadow led by Steve Taylor. Meet 
7pm at Brook Meadow information board in Palmers Road car park. 

LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 
Summer migrants 
Spring is here and migrant birds are starting to flood into the country from the south.   Chiffchaff and 
Blackcap are here already, since they do not have far to come.  On Brook Meadow, 4 Chiffchaff and 2 
Blackcap can be heard singing and there are others locally in Hollybank Woods and Nore Barn.  
Whitethroat should be back soon, along with Sedge Warbler and Reed Warbler on Thorney and Peter 
Pond.  But BTO reports that Swallows, House Martins and Willow Warblers are much later than usual.    



 
Black-tailed Godwits  
Yes, they are still about!  I found a flock of 96 on the mudflats by Langstone Mill on 3 April, including a 
couple of the colour-ringed birds that went missing from Emsworth Harbour last December.  Another 
Emsworth regular was recently seen at Bursledon.  But soon they will be on their way back to Iceland.   
 
Mute Swan nests 
For the first time ever in my memory we have well-established Mute Swan nests on both Peter Pond and 
Slipper Millpond.  What I suspect is the regular Emsworth pair has a nest in the reeds on the eastern side 
of Slipper Millpond, near the Strawberry Tree.  Another pair have built their nest on the island on Peter 
Pond, though this could be vulnerable to flooding.  High spring tides around 16th to 20th of this month 
could threaten the nest if combined with strong SW winds.  Swans have been sitting on the nests for a 
couple of weeks and, at the last count, both have at least 5 eggs in them.   
 
Butterflies  
The warm weather of the past week has encouraged the emergence of several species of butterfly, the 
most frequent of which were Brimstone, Red Admiral, Peacock and Comma, all of which hibernate as 
adults. On Sunday, I managed to get a nice photo of a Peacock butterfly feeding on the flowers of a 
Spanish Bluebell in Palmer's Road Copse – see my web site.  Over the past weekend I have also seen 
Small White and Holly Blue for the first time and Speckled Woods have also been seen in shady spots.     
 
Trees 
Brook Meadow has a fine collection of Willows, including about 100 Crack Willows, which are just are 
starting to sprout leaves.  More striking are the “Pussy Willows” which are in full bloom on the east side of 
the meadow: the all female Goat Willows (with green catkins) and the all male and Grey Willows (with 
yellow catkins).  Also distinctive for their extra long yellow catkins are the so-called “Basford Willows” 
which can be seen on Palmer's Road Car Park and on Brook Meadow.   
 
Wild flowers 
Lesser Celandines are still outshining all other wild flowers around the town.  I am surprised not to have 
seen any Cow Parsley in flower, though there is one plant in bud on the river path on Brook Meadow, but 
its flowers have not yet opened.  I had a good look for Cuckooflower on Brook Meadow, without finding 
any.  The only one I have seen is on Warblington Farm.  Ground Ivy is common on the Seagull Lane 
patch, though strangely not elsewhere on Brook Meadow.  Hoary Cress (aka the Portsmouth weed) is 
now flowering along the shore to the west of Emsworth and Pellitory-of-the-wall in West Street. Cowslips 
are out on Portsdown Hill and English Scurvygrass on the saltmarshes at Nore Barn.  Greater Pond 
Sedge is in full flower on the Lumley Stream, where I also found some leaves of Water Dock.   
 
Butterbur count 
I did my annual count of the male Butterbur flower spikes on Brook Meadow this weekend which came to 
a total of 272, which was the second lowest count since 1999 when I first started counting.  The record 
was 458 in 2001.  The flowers are around the sluice gate and at the east end of the causeway, though 
they are now generally past their best.  A far more spectacular show of 550 female Butterbur spikes can 
be seen at Langstone.  See my web site for details.    
 
Other wildlife 
I have had no reports of Water Voles over the past 2 weeks.  The last one I saw was in the river near the 
new wooden fence on Mar 26.  However, I did find an amazing shoal of about 300 Grey Mullett basking in 
the shallow water of Slipper Millpond close to the Hermitage Bridge on Sunday 8 April.    Field Horsetail 
cones are springing up in the southern part of the North Meadow.   
 
Local wildlife web site - See the following web site for full details of the local wildlife and photos -  
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 
 

 
BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 11-12: Mar 12-25, 2007 

Web Site: http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html 
 

CONSERVATION NEWS - report by Frances Jannaway 
BMCG work sessions 
On Sunday 18 March  8 volunteers (Frances, Pam, Dave, David Search, Penny, Jil, Debi and Beryl 
Wright) turned up on a bright but breezy morning for the work session.  The first task was to cut back 

http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html
http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html


Bramble in the NE corner of the North Meadow. This was soon completed by Pam and Jil who then joined 
the rest of the group to concentrate on the main task for the work session. This was to create Willow 
hurdles along the riverbank to restrict access by dogs to the river. Several paths have started to appear 
down to the river especially near the S-bend. This area is where the pair of Water Voles have been seen 
recently. Two very attractive and hopefully useful Willow hurdles were created.  
Tasks for future work sessions include: 
· adding to dead hedges behind industrial units on Palmers Road 
· litter picking especially along river 
· digging up and destroying roots of Hemlock Water-dropwort in Lumley wet area only. 
Next work sessions: Thursday 5 April and Sunday 15 April. Meet at the Lumley gate at 10am. Tools and 
gloves are provided. Everybody is welcome.  
 
Path maintenance work by HBC 
The hole which was forming a trip hazard along the eastern side of the North bridge has been filled with 
concrete and made safe.  
 
Pollution of River Ems 
Paul Reynolds of the Environment Agency has informed me of the results of the test sample taken on 29 
February as follows, “The results indicate the presence of aluminium in the discharge. Furthermore the 
results show low levels for bacteria, indicating there is not a sewage cross connection problem. The 
presence of aluminium in the sample, the sludge and the activity of RBM will not alone be sufficient to 
take a prosecution case.  Given this is a surface water discharge point, this is not substantiated evidence 
that RBM is causing the discharge (though this may be the obvious source), as there may be other 
potential sources elsewhere on the surface water system .We have been made aware of potential 
problems from this site, and have been in contact with the company and agreed improvements to be 
made.”  I was asked to report any further incidents. 
Brian Fellows reported a second incident to me concerning RBM Anodising Ltd at 6.15pm on Wednesday 
14 March. I went immediately to the site and confirmed that process water coming from the corner of a 
roll-up door of RBM Anodising Ltd was flowing across the road into a road drain and then flowing down 
the road to a second road drain at the bottom of Seagull Lane and then out of the pipe into the River Ems. 
Where large puddles had formed, a white/ grey sediment was collecting. I took a series of photographs 
and reported the incident to the Environment Agency.  Paul Reynolds told me that, “Reports are passed 
to officers for assessment, and we will respond to incidents on a risk basis depending upon the potential 
impact on the environment.” He added that he had not had any reports of any dead fish yet, to which I 
replied, “Well, I don’t want it to get to that stage.”   
At a site visit with Paul Reynolds on 22 March, I was assured by the site manager of RBM that they had 
taken measures to prevent their process water from getting into the surface water drain and this would 
not happen again. I am not totally convinced, so please keep your eyes open and report any discharges 
going into the river or flowing down the road into the drain. I am away from 23rd to 31st March so please 
send any reports to Dave Lee: 377929.  
 
Vandalism 
Our green Water Vole notice was ripped off the post together with most of the backing board on the night 
of 20 March. The notice has been replaced and the incident reported to the local beat officer, Lisa Jones. 
 
Forthcoming events: 
Thursday 5 April: Butterfly transect training session 10am as part of Thursday work session 
Sunday 29 April:  Wildlife Walk through Brook Meadow led by Brian Fellows. Meet 10am at Brook 
Meadow information board in Palmers Road car park. 
Thursday 24 May: Meadow Medicine – a herb walk through Brook Meadow led by Steve Taylor. Meet 
7pm at Brook Meadow information board in Palmers Road car park. 

 
LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 

Bird news 
Few birds of any description remain in the local harbours, though there is still a good flock of several 
hundred Black-tailed Godwits at Fishbourne and “our Spotted Redshank” can still be seen at Nore Barn.  
However, as our winter visitors depart, so the first of the summer migrants start to arrive.  Chiffchaffs have 
arrived and are singing everywhere, with a regular on Brook Meadow.   
As for Blackcaps, I heard what was probably an early migrant in Hollybank Woods on 12 March and 
another one has been singing from the gardens behind Bridge Road car park, but that was probably a 
wintering bird.  On Brook Meadow, the first Blackcap is usually heard by the south bridge.  Having further 



to travel from their winter quarters in Africa, Whitethroats usually arrive on Brook Meadow in early April, at 
about the same time as Reed Warblers on Peter Pond.    
Mediterranean Gulls are splendid birds and a good place to see them is “tern island” at Hayling 
Oysterbeds, where up to 50 regularly assemble.  The island has recently been restored with fresh 
shingle, which will hopefully protect the nests of the Little Terns from the ravages of high tides.     
 
Millpond news 
On 22 March I saw the local Mute Swan pair nest building in the reeds in the SW corner of the pond, as 
they have done for the last 3 years.  Last year their nest was flooded by high tides, so let’s hope they have 
better luck this year.  They went on to re-nest on the east bank of Slipper Millpond and finally produced 4 
cygnets, 2 of which survived.   
On Slipper Millpond, a Coot is established behind a barricade of twigs in the nest box on the raft nearest 
the bridge.  Others should follow suit.  During the past week, a female Red-breasted Merganser and a 
Cormorant were fishing on the Town Millpond along with about 4 Tufted Duck.  We usually see an 
increase in numbers of Red-breasted Mergansers at this time of the year; 47 were off the Langstone 
South Moors area and a single male was on the shingle beach at Emsworth.   
 
Wild flowers 
Lesser Celandines remain the most abundant flower in the local area, though Red Dead-nettle is running 
a close second.  The Primroses in Palmer's Road Copse seem to have got a new lease of life and 
Daffodils, both of the yellow and the white varieties are showing well on the river banks.  Today I noticed 
the first flower on the regular Marsh-marigold near the south bridge.    
There is an extraordinarily early flowering of Wild Angelica opposite the new wooden fence in Palmer's 
Road Copse.  The books give the flowering period as June to Sept and Ralph Hollins has never recorded 
it locally before 21st July in previous years.  Surprisingly, I have seen no Cow Parsley flowering as yet, 
though Ralph Hollins has seen some in Havant.   
On Brook Meadow, Winter Heliotrope flowers are virtually over, but Butterbur flower spikes are at their 
best, around the sluice gate and at the eastern end of the causeway, where some push their way up 
through the shingle path. I did my regular annual count on 23 March and found a total of 257, which was 
the lowest Butterbur count since 2002, though this count was a little earlier than the others, so I shall try to 
do another in about a week’s time, by which time a few more may have come through.   
There is no sign of Cuckooflower on Brook Meadow, though it is out in Stansted Forest.   
The Grey Willows on the Lumley side of Brook Meadow are covered in yellow male catkins, while the 
Goat Willows in the north east plantation all have green female catkins.   
The dark brown flower spikes of Greater Pond Sedge are starting to show near the Lumley Stream, 
where the aroma of Water Mint wafts up your nose as you walk over the ground.  The cylindrical spikes of 
the grass Meadow Foxtail are well established on the North Meadow.   
Further afield, a good crop of Alexanders are in flower outside the sewage works in Thornham Lane.  This 
plant was brought over by the Romans for salad and is now widespread as a handsome wild plant.  
Bulbous Buttercups and Oxford Ragwort are flowering on the shingle beach at Eastney and Greater 
Stitchwort along Woodlands Lane at Walderton.  In Havant, Ralph Hollins has seen flowers on Hawthorn, 
Elder, Elm and Cherry Laurel, with Hornbeam catkins extending. 
 
Other wildlife 
There have been no further Water Vole sightings on the River Ems over the past week, though Pam 
Phillips saw a couple in the Lumley millstream opposite Lumley Mill Farm.  They have been there in 
previous years.  There were no local butterfly sightings over the past week, though Ralph Hollins reports 
several sightings of Brimstone, Peacock, Small Tortoiseshell and Comma on his web site.     
 
Local wildlife web site - See the following web site for the local wildlife news and photos -  
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 9-10: Feb 26 – Mar 11, 2007 
Web Site: http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS - report by Frances Jannaway 

BMCG work session  
A sunny morning and a chill wind greeted the 11 volunteers who turned out on Thursday 1st March. We 
were all keen to get moving to keep ourselves warm with the two main jobs of the day, finishing off the 
clear-up of the Seagull Lane patch and creating woodpiles below the northern river bank, parallel to 
railway line. All of this work resulted from the 'arisings' of the recent HBC tree surgery work on the 
riverside Crack Willow Trees. The woodpiles will provide habitats for various invertebrates and contribute 
to our overall 'Management Plan' for the meadow. Much more remains to be done and we also made 
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preparations for the forthcoming morning work session of the 'Havant Watch Group' of the HWT. The 
woodpiles are being protected by bramble debris, harvested from various sites on the meadow as we 
seek to control its spread. It is very gratifying to have a regular volunteer force of more that 10 persons but 
we would welcome some more new faces.  
Report by Wally Osborne 
 
HWT Watch Group visit Brook Meadow We were very happy to welcome the HWT Havant Watch 
Group for a work morning in Brook Meadow on Saturday 10 March. Sally and Sue, the Watch Group 
leaders, and about 11 helpers, a mixture of children and adults, joined us by 10 in the morning. We got 
straight on with the first activity - 'a habitat study' of an old log pile in the North Meadow. The woodpile was 
full of wildlife, such as woodlice, centipedes, slugs, snails and we also spotted no fewer than 7 different 
types of fungi.  
Then we created new log piles, using the wood and brushwood left after the recent felling of willow trees 
near the north path, hoping that in 10 years time they will prove equally fascinating for a new generation 
of children. It was a big help to have so many pairs of hands for the job, which was all finished by noon, in 
lovely spring sunshine which tempted out a few bees and a large Red Admiral.  
Report by Jennifer Rye 
 
Tasks for future work sessions include: 
· adding to dead hedges behind industrial units on Palmers Road 
· litter picking especially along river 
· digging up and destroying roots of Hemlock Water-dropwort in Lumley wet area only. 
Next work sessions are on: Sunday 18 March and Monday 5 April.  
Meet at the Lumley gate at 10am. Tools and gloves are provided. Everybody is welcome.  
 
Work by Havant Borough Council  
The need for various path maintenance work has been flagged up to Rob Hill of HBC’s Open Spaces 
Development. A site visit has been made and the more urgent work noted, including the eastern side of 
the North bridge, paths in Palmers Road copse and South Meadow. The need for a wooden handrail on 
the steps up to the central seat has also been noted and agreed in principle. 
 
Memorial seat for Eric Young 
A rustic wooden seat has been ordered from Stansted Sawmills to be located in the North Meadow near 
the Rowan plantation. 
 
Pollution of River Ems 
On Tuesday 27 February, a large amount of white/grey sludge material was washed down Seagull Lane 
which appeared to be coming from the anodising company further up the lane. The discharge was flowing 
down the recently unblocked storm drain directly into the River Ems via a pipe (on your right before going 
over the bridge coming from Seagull Lane). I took several photos and reported the incident immediately 
to the Environment Agency. Paul Reynolds of the EA visited the site on Thursday 29 February and took a 
sample to be tested. This is a very serious matter and I would ask you to phone me immediately (01243 
430314) if you see any discharges going into the river or flowing down the road into the drain.  
 
Forthcoming events 
Sunday 29 April 10am Guided Walk through Brook Meadow led by Brian Fellows.  



LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 
Water Voles  
Two Water Voles have been sighted several times on the River Ems.  Pam Phillips has seen them 
regularly over the last few days, mainly on the stretch of river between the sluice gate and the S-bend.  
Let’s hope these early sightings promise a better year for our Water Voles than last year.   
 
Birds on Brook Meadow  
One spring-like morning last week, I happened to meet Tony Wootton on Brook Meadow.  He had been 
over to the Lumley Stream hoping for a Water Rail, which has been there in previous years at this time, 
but this year the stream is running much too fast for their liking.   While we were chatting a Kingfisher 
flashed across the meadow in the direction of Peter Pond, an unusual sighting on the meadow itself.  
Tony and I made our way to the south bridge, which is a very good vantage point to listen and look for 
birds in the surrounding trees.  We watched a Robin feeding on a fat ball that some kind person had hung 
from a branch.  This was unusual, since Robins usually feed exclusively on the ground.  This could well 
be the same friendly Robin that attracted so much attention last year.   
 
Blue Tits nesting 
Tony and I also watched a pair of Blue Tits exploring the nest box on the tall Crack Willow to the 
north-west of the bridge.  Later on in the week, Tony sent me an intriguing photo of a Blue Tit squeezing 
itself out of another nest box on the tall Sycamore tree next to the Water Vole signcase.  The conservation 
group installed 7 nest boxes in Palmer's Road Copse several years ago and it is good to see they are still 
being used.  Tony’s photo of the Blue Tit is on my web site at 
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/0-0-0-wildlife-photos.htm  
 
Harbour birds 
It is always rather sad when the winter visitors leave for their breeding grounds in the far north, leaving our 
local harbours empty and quiet.  There will be a few Brent Geese around for a while, but most of the 
Wigeon and Teal appear to have gone.  However, the obliging Spotted Redshank is still turning up in the 
small stream at the end of Warblington Road, where it often feeds with a Little Egret.  As for the elusive 
Black-tailed Godwits, a flock of 640 turned up in the Fishbourne Channel (opposite Apuldram Church) 
and I, and other Godwit nutters, have spent a good deal of time over the past 2 weeks logging the 
colour-rings on their legs.  They will soon be returning to their breeding grounds in Iceland.   
 
Spring migrants 
As the winter birds leave, so the spring migrants arrive.  I heard my first Blackcap song of the year close 
to Apuldram Church in West Sussex on March 9, though this could be a wintering bird limbering up for the 
flight back to the continent, rather than a newly arrived migrant from Southern Europe.  More definite 
early arrivals was the Swallow in West Sussex on March 3 and the Sand Martins at Ringwood the 
following day.  The first Wheatear of the spring was seen on Hayling Beach on March 9 by Rosie Webb.   
Mediterranean Gulls are back in numbers to their breeding grounds in Langstone Harbour and might be 
seen anywhere around the local harbours until they settle down.    
 
Insects 
The appearance of Brimstone butterflies is one of the most welcome harbingers of spring and they have 
been reported in many areas over the past week, brightening up our rather wet and dismal woodlands.  
Ladybirds are also emerging from their hibernation; Frances Jannaway found a 2-Spot in some ivy in her 
garden on March 3 and the Havant Wildlife Group reported Ladybirds in abundance on Pagham Harbour 
Reserve on March 10, including a not so welcome Harlequin species.   
 
Plants 
There are some great displays of Lesser Celandine around the town.  They vary a lot in the number of 
petals.  I found one flower by the south gate of Brook Meadow with 11 petals, though this is not a record, 
since they can have as many as 12 petals.  Butterbur flower spikes are now standing up well on the river 
bank near the sluice gate on Brook Meadow, reminding me that I shall need to do my regular annual 
count of the spikes at the end of the month, before they become enveloped by surrounding vegetation.  
Golden male catkins are starting to open on the Pussy Willows.    
 
Local wildlife web site - See the following web site for the local wildlife news and photos -  
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 
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BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 7-8: Feb 12-25, 2007 

Web Site: http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html 
 

CONSERVATION NEWS - report by Frances Jannaway 
BMCG work session 
Sunday 18 February - It was a mild but cloudy morning for the 10 volunteers (Richard, Frances, Pam, Jill, 
Debi, Leslie, Barbara, Beryl, Jenny (a new volunteer) and Penny) for the Sunday work session in 
February. The main task was to clear the brushwood produced as a result of tree work carried out by tree 
surgeons over the last week on a group of Crack Willows on the western riverbank next to the Seagull 
Lane patch. In just over an hour and a half, all the brushwood had been skilfully woven to create two dead 
hedges along the fence down the side of the Seagull Lane footpath. In addition, several large branches 
were removed from the river since they were causing an obstruction and collecting litter.  
Photos on web site at . . . http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/bm-photos-work-events.html 
 
Tasks for future work sessions: clearing up after tree surgeon work in North Meadow, cutting back 
Bramble in North Meadow, litter picking especially along river, digging up and destroying roots of 
Hemlock Water-dropwort in Lumley wet area only. 
Next work sessions are on Thursday 1 March and Sunday 18 March.  
Meet at the Lumley gate at 10am. Tools and gloves are provided. Everybody is welcome.  
  
Tree work  
Extensive tree work carried out in Brook Meadow usually involves the use of chain saws and is therefore 
carried out by tree surgeons contracted by HBC. This year, several Crack Willows were identified as 
requiring attention either because they had already fallen or were in danger of falling over the footpath. A 
small group of Crack Willows near the Water Vole fence along the footpath in Palmers Road copse were 
cut down on 19 February and the brushwood removed to the undergrowth. The next trees to be tackled 
were a large group of Crack Willows on the western riverbank just north of the Seagull Lane bridge. The 
large logs were removed to the undergrowth and the brushwood was used to create two dead hedges by 
BMCG volunteers (see above report). Drastic tree work had to be carried out on a large double stemmed 
Crack Willow on the northern riverbank path which had split very badly during the recent storms. For 
health and safety reasons, both trees had to be felled. The trunks were left intact as much as possible, 
with the smaller logs removed to the undergrowth. The brushwood and large branches will be removed to 
log piles by BMCG volunteers at a forthcoming work session. Finally, several large overhanging branches 
were removed from the other Crack Willows along the northern riverbank path. It is hoped that the 
remaining mature trees along this footpath will be pollarded next year to reduce the amount of drastic tree 
work as was necessary this year.     
 
Emsworth Primary School visit (report by Jennifer Rye) 
We welcomed nearly all of Years 4 and 5 from Emsworth Primary School to Brook Meadow as part of 
their curriculum study of 'Habitats'. The visits were organised by Caroline Fisk of Chichester Harbour 
Conservancy Board Education team, and involved about 80 children on three successive mornings just 
before half term. Each day, the children were divided into 3 groups, one to study wildlife in the river 
(stream dipping), one the fauna and flora of a log pile, and the third sketching from the south bridge; the 
groups rotated so that each child did each activity. It was a pleasure to see such purposeful and 
well-organised activity of 8 and 9 year olds, and we look forward to more visits of this kind. We have 
asked the children to send us a report of their visit. 
 
Blocked Drain at bottom of Seagull Lane 
The drain has now been properly unblocked by HCC and fingers crossed seems to be functioning 
properly. Thanks to Dave Lee and Rob Hill for persisting with this. 
 
Butterfly transect results 
Wally Osborne has analysed the results of the butterfly transects carried out in Brook Meadow between 
April and October 2006. They make interesting reading. A full report will be put on the website. 
 
Forthcoming events 
Saturday 3 March Hampshire Biodiversity Information Centre, Recorders Forum, Testwood Lakes 
Saturday 10 March HWT Watch Group visit to Brook Meadow to do conservation work  
Sunday 29 April 10am Guided Walk through Brook Meadow led by Brian Fellows.  

LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 
First Water Vole  
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Mary and Jim Colbourne had the honour (and the pleasure) of seeing the first Emsworth Water Vole of 
2007 on Saturday 24th February.  They watched one swim across the river from one submerged bank to 
the other as they stood on the wooden bridge near Palmer's Road Car Park.  They wondered, as we all 
do, how the Voles managed when their burrows are flooded.  
This was the earliest sighting in my records on the River Ems since 2004, when I saw a pair swimming in 
the river on 11th February, also from the south bridge.   Let's hope that Mary’s and Jim’s sighting 
promises a better year than 2006 when Water Vole sightings were very scarce.  
 
Local bird news 
On 25 February I counted 94 Mute Swans on Emsworth Millpond.  Amazingly, the family of 2 adults and 3 
cygnets was still in the harbour near the quay.  I have not seen the Great Crested Grebe in the past week, 
but a male Red-breasted Merganser has been on the pond and a Little Grebe.   
I was surprised to find a Swan on the slipway on Bridgefoot Path with pink legs and feet (normally they are 
black).  This was probably one of the 2 all white ‘Polish’ cygnets that the Peter Pond pair produced in 
2004, which retain their pink legs and feet into adulthood.   
Ralph Hollins reported that the Mute Swan pair on Langstone Mill Pond has started nest building, but 
there has been nothing similar from the Peter Pond pair as yet, though they are usually among the first to 
get going.   
Watch out for Mediterranean Gulls as they return to the area on their way to their breeding colonies in 
Langstone Harbour.  I saw 2 in amongst 500+ gulls in Emsworth Harbour on 20 February.   
Brent Geese are starting to leave the local harbours, though there are likely to be some around for 
another month or so.  The last time I saw the ‘Emsworth’ Spotted Redshank at Nore Barn was on 14 
February, but it is probably still about.  
 
Godwit news 
As for the missing Black-tailed Godwits, they are not likely to return to Emsworth.  A friend of mine 
recently photographed some Godwits in flight on the Exe Estuary in Devon, which included one 
colour-ringed bird that had been in Emsworth.  Others are probably in the Avon Valley, or even in France.  
They are very mobile birds.  As stated in Friday’s TV ‘Inside Out’ programme, they would think nothing of 
moving south across the Channel overnight if they were unhappy with their current situation on the south 
coast,  I have been in Cambridgeshire over the past week, where in the region of 1,000 Godwits were on 
the Nene Washes along with several thousand Golden Plover.  A great spectacle when they all went up.  
But, this was nothing compared with the 58,000 Godwits that Pete Potts saw during his recent visit to 
Portugal!  Wow!  All the recent Godwit news is on my web site at . . . 
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/cr-black-tailed-godwit-news.htm 
 
Flowering plants on Brook Meadow 
On Brook Meadow, the attractive yellow flowers of Lesser Celandine are showing well in certain areas, 
though there are a lot more to come.  I saw my first Coltsfoot of the year while I was away in 
Cambridgeshire, although none has been seen locally according to Ralph Hollins.  Red Dead-nettle is 
flowering well on Brook Meadow and Common Mouse-ear is almost out.  Snowdrops are still looking 
good, though the Primroses are generally past their best.  Although not wild flowers, the Daffodils are 
always a very welcome sight on the river bank.   
On the causeway across the meadow, the flowering Cherry is in full glorious blossom, contrasting well 
with the yellow Gorse nearby.  Volunteers cut down the Cherry a few years ago when it was blown over; 
now it has shot up again creating a fine bushy tree.  The Alders in the western plantation are always 
interesting at this time of the year, with their hanging male catkins now fully open, alongside the tiny red 
female catkins and last season’s gnarled brown cones.  The Ivy inside the Seagull Lane gate is covered 
in large ripe berries.  Ralph Hollins has found some Ivy in Havant with flowers open! 
 
Fungi 
There is a fine growth of the fungus Many-zoned Polypore (Coriolus versicolor) (now officially called 
‘Turkeytail’) on a log on the eastern side of the North Meadow with more on the posts supporting the 
newly planted Aspen tree and on a log in the river near the gasholder.  During a recent workday, Frances 
found Jew’s-ear fungus on Crack Willow logs on Seagull Lane patch.  
 
Local wildlife web site - See the following web site for the local wildlife news and photos -  
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 
 

 
BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 5-6: Jan 29 – Feb 11, 2007 

Web Site: http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html 
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CONSERVATION NEWS - report by Frances Jannaway 

BMCG work sessions 
Thursday 1 February - 12 volunteers.  Richard did sterling work with the power scythe, first enlarging the 
Yellow Rattle area in the North meadow, then helping Dave, Lesley, Gaynor and Caroline Fisk to clear 
Brambles from the North Meadow east of the Rowans. Jill and Pam did a similar job around the Lumley 
gate, making access easier. Graham and Pat, with help from Jennifer and Penny, cleared overgrown 
Brambles next to the steps near the North bridge.  
Frances, Gaynor, Jennifer and Caroline moved fallen willow branches from the Ems to create a new 
habitat log pile, well away from the river. After a chocolate cake celebration for Jennifer's (and Dave's) 
birthday, the area cut earlier was further raked and the rest of the Yellow Rattle seeds sown.  
Photos on web site at . . . http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/bm-photos-work-events.html 
 
Tasks for next work sessions: 
* continue with Bramble clearance work on grassland/footpaths.  
N.B.: we are not trying to clear the meadow of brambles, which provide valuable habitats for many 
species. Without control measures, however, Bramble will take over and crowd out other plants which will 
reduce diversity in the long run.  
* litter pick especially along river 
* dig up and destroy roots of Hemlock Water-dropwort in Lumley wet area (small experimental area) 
* clear up after any tree surgeon work 
Next work sessions are on: Sunday 18 February and Thursday 1 March.  
Meet at the Lumley gate at 10am. Tools and gloves are provided. Everybody is welcome.  
 
Fallen Trees 
Overhanging branches of the Crack Willow which fell over the River Ems just south of the North Bridge 
several weeks ago were removed presumably by the Environment Agency and piled up on the 
embankment. These logs were cleared to the edge of the meadow by the 1 February workgroup. 
 
Metal detecting in the dark 
Debbie Robinson encountered 2 men using metal detectors on Brook Meadow at 9pm on Tuesday 30 
January. This is, of course, a most unwelcome activity in a nature conservation area.  The incident has 
been reported to HBC’s Open Spaces Development Team and to the Police.  
 
Water levels in River Ems and Lumley Stream 
Water levels are very high in both the River Ems and Lumley Stream, reported by a resident of Lumley 
terrace to be the highest she has seen for three years. Apparently, the Lumley sluice gates have been 
raised presumably by the owners of Constant Spring to allow more water into Lumley Stream.  
 
Brook Meadow signs 
Lisa Jones, our local beat officer, informed me that a metal Brook Meadow sign had been handed into 
Havant Police Station at the end of January. I found out that it had been removed from the pole on the 
footpath along the southern side of the A259 between the south entrance to Brook Meadow and Queen 
Street. The sign was so badly vandalised that we will not be able to use it again. 
The smaller green sign at the top of the steps to the subway has been removed by HBC and given back to 
us. The sign has been replaced by a new black finger sign along with several others around the town. 
This is part of the Liveability Subway and Surrounding Area project.  
 
Emsworth Primary School Visit to Brook Meadow 
About 80 pupils at Emsworth Primary School will be coming on a field trip to Brook Meadow on three 
mornings (9.30-11.30am) next week: Tuesday 13, Wednesday 14 and Thursday 15 February. Caroline 
Fisk of Chichester Harbour Conservancy is organising the trip and Jennifer Rye and Frances Jannaway 
will be assisting with bug hunting amongst the log piles.      
 
Forthcoming events 
Thursday 15 February -  talk on Planting Native Trees by Jonathon Huet  

at Emsworth Horticultural Society’s AGM, 7.30pm Emsworth Community Centre 
Sunday 29 April - Guided Nature Walk through Brook Meadow led by Brian Fellows.  

LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 
Bird News 
As spring approaches most of the common birdsong can now be heard around the town and local 
countryside.  A fine Mistle Thrush was singing its heart out in the warm sunshine at the top of a tree in the 
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garden of Lumley Mill last week.  Greenfinch and Chaffinch have also added their voices to the bird song 
chorus.  Last week I heard the first cheery Chiffchaff song of the year near Apuldram Sewage Works at 
Fishbourne.  Blackcap song has also been heard locally, though very few have been seen in gardens this 
winter.   
John Tagg, a well-known local postman and photographer, has provided me with an excellent photo of a 
Kestrel taken in Brook Meadow for use in the signcases.  John has assembled an interesting book of 
panoramic photos of Emsworth, shortly to be published.   
If you are in Chichester, look out for the local pair of Peregrines, which have recently been seen 
displaying around the Cathedral.  The rocks in front of Southsea Castle are the best place locally to see 
Purple Sandpipers; 17 were reported there on Saturday, exceptional, though not a record.   
 
Millpond news 
A Great Crested Grebe has been on the Town Millpond for the past 2 weeks, the first I personally have 
ever seen on the millpond, though John Mant, whose house overlooks the pond, says he has seen them 
there in the past.  Tony Wootton and I got some nice photos of the bird.  See web site.  There was also a 
Little Grebe on the millpond on Sunday, though I have not seen the Red-breasted Mergansers for a while.  
Novice pairs of Swans are now displaying on the millpond, while others expend considerable energy 
aggressively chasing one another with wings raised.  The Mute Swan pair on the Peter Pond/ Slipper 
Millpond complex is now well established and this week I watched them drive off 3 intruding Mute Swans.  
Somewhat surprisingly, the other local Mute Swan family with 3 cygnets, that are usually beneath the 
quay in Emsworth Harbour, remain intact.   
 
Harbour news 
Emsworth Harbour has been noticeably quiet over the past fortnight, with relatively few Brent Geese on 
the mudflats and only a scattering of waders.  It looks as if the geese have started their return migration, 
with the Dungeness website reporting “ . . . a distinct feeling of spring offshore with a surprisingly large, 
early movement of Brent Geese".   However, there are still well over 1,000 Brents in the Warblington 
area, usually on fields, making occasional sorties into the harbour, where they can be heard honking 
excitedly, no doubt geeing themselves up for the long journey back to the Arctic.   
Black-tailed Godwits are also restless in response to the call of spring and are disappearing from local 
harbours.  Emsworth lost them in early December, though there still over 100 at Fishbourne, with more at 
Warsash and Titchfield Haven.  I suspect many are already making their way north to Iceland, stopping 
off at the Nene and Ouse Washes, where, hopefully, Jenny Gill will be waiting for them.   
The BBC programme on the Godwit Project will be on “Inside Out” (7.30 Friday evening) soon.  
For local Godwit news go to . . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/cr-black-tailed-godwit-news.htm 
 
Toads and Frogs 
With the exceptionally warm winter, Toads and Frogs will be starting to make their way to breeding ponds.  
I found a Toad squashed on the track leading to Gooseberry Cottage and some spawn has been found.  
Ralph Hollins says it may be worth having a look at the road through Stansted to Forestside where it 
passes the Brick-kiln ponds for more evidence of Toad migration. 
Frogs also have been seen spawning in a New Forest stream.  Ralph reported an unusual sighting of an 
extra large tadpole in a Havant garden pond.  Apparently, if there is not enough food in the pond when the 
tadpoles grow to the stage when they become carnivores, they will remain in the tadpole stage for a 
whole year.  Ralph’s advice is to add very tiny amounts of very finely chopped meat to the pond when 
tadpoles start to need meat but don’t overdo it, since the pond will suffer from pollution as the excess 
meat decays.  
 
Other wildlife  
There has been a good number of Red Admiral sightings this winter, in fact, most people say they have 
seen one over the past month.  I have also seen a Bumblebee feeding on Winter Heliotrope.   
The Winter Aconite flowering in Bishop's Palace Gardens at Chichester has come on well. Last week I 
counted 150 flowers on the edge of the high path which runs alongside the southern wall.   
 
Local wildlife web site - See the following web site for more local wildlife news and photos -  
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

 
 

BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 3-4: Jan 15-28, 2007 
Web Site: http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html 

 
CONSERVATION NEWS (report by Frances Jannaway) 
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BMCG work sessions 
Sunday 21 January - It was a lovely sunny morning for the 10 volunteers who turned up for today’s work 
session. This was to be a special work session in that three of this workforce (Graham, Lyle and Jennifer) 
came along especially to tools maintenance work in Pam’s garage. 
The other seven of us (Dave, Frances, Pat, Pam, Barbara, Beryl Young and Brenda Payne) completed a 
variety of tasks including: removing the cut branches from the Crack Willow which had fallen across the 
river near the north bridge some weeks ago; formative pruning of young trees such as Ash, Oak and 
Black Poplars; planting a young Oak tree donated by Brenda Payne; staking and mulching the 3 Osier 
saplings; removing excess vegetation from around Blackthorns in NE corner; locating log piles for the 
Emsworth Primary school visit; identifying possible location for seat in memory of Eric Young; cutting 
down the Laurel and litter picking in Palmers Road copse.  
Tasks for next work sessions: 
* cut and clear selective areas of Bramble encroaching onto grassland/footpaths 
* sow rest of Yellow Rattle (in same area as first lot or prepare a new area?) 
* strim young nettles near Seagull Lane entrance 
* litter pick especially along river 
* dig up and destroy roots of Hemlock Water-dropwort in Lumley wet area (small experimental area) 
* clear up after tree surgeon work 
Next work sessions are on: Thursday 1 February and Sunday 18 February. Meet at the Lumley gate at 
10am. Tools and gloves are provided. Everybody is welcome.  
 
Trees falling over 
During the recent storms, a large limb of a mature Crack Willow has fallen over the northern riverbank 
path. Andrew Skeet has been informed and has had a look at the damaged tree. He thinks that, “it is very 
unlikely to fall/collapse, it has two large limbs wrapped round the adjacent undamaged stem, so is well 
supported.  The broken limb is securely lodged too.  But we will have to prune this tree (and its other half) 
fairly drastically now, this may have to be at the expense of some of the other work we agreed.  I hope to 
have a team in there next week”. 
Another Crack Willow tree (tab no. 03687) near the South Bridge has also been reported to be in possible 
danger of falling over. This tree has been surveyed by Andrew Skeet who considers that, “it is insecure (is 
growing from an older, fallen tree) but I noted that because of the way it is supported and where it is 
decayed that it could only fall away from the bridge, so again I would assess that it doesn’t require 
emergency treatment (it was moving a lot when I surveyed it)”. 
The other Crack Willow which fell over the River Ems just south of the North Bridge some weeks ago was 
duly reported to the Environment Agency but I have not heard anything not even an acknowledgement of 
my email.  
 
Emsworth Primary School Visit to Brook Meadow 
Caroline Fisk, who works for Chichester Harbour Conservancy, is organising a field trip for pupils at 
Emsworth Primary School early in February. Activities in Brook Meadow will include stream dipping, bug 
hunting (log piles) and sketching the river habitat in the morning. This will be followed by activities on the 
foreshore in the afternoon. About 60 children in years 4-5 (8-10 years old) will be coming on the field trips 
to take place over 3 days to minimise too much impact on the environment. Jennifer Rye and I have been 
advising Caroline about the field trip, especially concerning the best place for stream dipping, bug hunting 
and sketching (to minimise both risk to children and damage to habitat). We hope this will be a successful 
field trip and look forward to working with Caroline again in the future. 
      
Forthcoming events 
Thursday 15 February talk on Planting Trees by Jonathon Huet at Emsworth Horticultural Society’s AGM, 
7.30pm Emsworth Community Centre 
Sunday 29 April Guided Walk through Brook Meadow led by Brian Fellows.  
 
Late news 
A tramp who has been using Palmers Road copse to light fires and possibly sleep overnight. Dave Lee 
has cleared up the mess and will report to the police if it happens again. 
 

LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 
Millpond news 
There is currently a bumper flock of around 100 Mute Swans on the Town Millpond, including several 
youngsters from last year’s broods.  The local Mute Swan pair have finally discharged their remaining 2 
cygnets and are now patrolling their territory on the Peter Pond/Slipper Millpond complex.  But, the other 
local Mute Swan family of 2 adults and 3 cygnets (originally from Thorney Island?) is still together near the 



town quay.  There was another pair of Mute Swans on the marina over the weekend, which could be the 
pair that nested there last year and had their eggs stolen.   
I have not seen the Red-breasted Mergansers on the millpond recently, though there are plenty in the 
channel.  There was a Great Crested Grebe on the millpond for a couple of days last week, which I think 
was a first.  The strange all-brown duck is still on the millpond and the 3 very pale hybrid ducks can still be 
seen on the other millponds.  A Kingfisher is a regular sighting around Slipper Millpond.   
 
Harbour news 
The search continues for the missing Black-tailed Godwits, which abandoned the local harbours in early 
December.  Some of some of the Emsworth Godwits have been found at Pagham and two recently 
turned up at Pulborough Brooks, where there is an exceptional influx of  70.   Pete Potts found over 3,000 
Black-tailed Godwits up the Avon Valley, but of the colour-ringed birds he recorded none were Emsworth 
regulars.  The BBC have filmed Pete and his merry men ringing and tracking down the Godwits, for an 
“Inside Out” programme to be shown one Friday evening in the near future.   
Brent Geese are also spending more time grazing on fields away from the shore. On Jan 22 a flock of 320 
were on the wet field to the west of Nore Barn Creek.  Ralph Hollins reports that in the next field to the 
west on Warblington Farm, the growing cereal crop has largely disappeared, but for a 10 metre green 
border (the geese fear foxes and keep away from the hedges).  
 
Thorney Island news 
On Saturday morning (27Jan) I led a wildlife walk from Emsworth to Thorney, during which we watched a 
flock of 70 Canada Geese fly into the harbour from the direction of Thorney Island.  This was not an 
unusual occurrence, but with them were 2 Bar-headed Geese, which were unusual.  These attractive 
geese are best known for flying over the top of the Himalayas during their migration, though these two 
certainly did not come that far!   We heard Cetti's Warbler and saw a Reed Bunting in the reedbeds at 
Little Deeps, but sadly, there was no sign of any Bearded Tits.  Stonechats were hopping to and from the 
wire fences and from the seawall we spotted a Peregrine in the far distance, perched on a post.  A flock of 
100 or so Golden Plover roosting on the saltmarshes off the Great Deeps were no doubt also keeping a 
close watch on the Peregrine.      
 
Other bird news 
As spring approaches bird song is picking up and most of the common birds can now be heard around the 
town, including, Robin, Wren, Dunnock, Great Tit, Blue Tit, Song Thrush, Collared Dove, Woodpigeon, 
Starling and House Sparrow.  Blackbirds have also just started their lovely relaxed song, particularly at 
dusk, and a Skylark was singing in the fields on Thorney Island. The next bird to join the chorus should be 
Chaffinch, which is expected any time now.   
Garden birds have been scarce for a while, with little filling-up of feeders necessary.  However, with the 
first touch of winter things are picking up, at least in my garden, where Dunnock and Great Tit have 
returned after long absences.   A Little Egret is another regular winter visitor to the stream at the end of my 
garden, perching briefly on the fence before dropping down, presumably for small fish.   
 
Other wildlife news 
Lesser Celandine flowers are opening around the local area, and a good place to see them is on the 
footpath behind Lillywhite's Garage.  The first Bulbous Buttercup of the year was in flower on the roadside 
at the bottom of Queen Street.  Sweet Violets can now be found flowering in several places locally, 
including the footpath to the north of Nore Barn Woods.  Ralph Hollins found at least one of the pale pink 
variety, which occur in the south west corner of the woods, already open on Jan 22.  The leaves of Lords 
and Ladies are looking very lush, though it will be some time before the first brown spadix begin to show.   
The bracket fungus on a dead log in the north-east corner of Brook Meadow found during a recent 
workday is probably Many-zoned Polypore now called Turkeytail (Trametes versicolor).   
 
Local wildlife web site - See the following web site for more local wildlife news and photos -  
http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/index.html 

 
BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP – WEEKS 1-2: Jan 1-14, 2007 

Web Site: http://www.hants.org.uk/brook-meadow/index.html 

CONSERVATION NEWS - report by Frances Jannaway 
BMCG work sessions 
An amazing 12 volunteers turned up on a cloudy but mild morning for the first work session of 2007 
(Thursday 4 January). With this many people, we managed to complete a variety of tasks. Pat and Dave 
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did a thorough litter pick of Palmers Road copse, the main meadow and Seagull Lane patch. Jennifer, 
Gaynor, Graham and Tony cut down the ailing Crack Willow in the north meadow removing the branches 
to the sides of the meadow. Wally used the strimmer to tidy up round all the bins, steps, signcases and 
seat. Pam, Lyle, Penny and Frances mulched the Alder Buckthorns, Weeping Willow, Horse Chestnuts 
and Black Poplars. Pam, Gaynor and Lyle planted 3 Osier saplings near the Willow which had just been 
cut down. Jil did a magnificent job making safe the steps near the North bridge, as they had become very 
muddy. Finally, Wally and Jennifer used the cut Willow twigs to extend the hurdle fence near the sluice to 
restrict access to the riverbank and river.  
Tasks for the next work sessions to include: Plant one Oak sapling; Move branches of fallen Crack 
Willow; Formative pruning of young trees; Tools maintenance; Finish sowing Yellow Rattle; Cut back 
some Bramble patches which are encroaching onto grassland and/or footpaths. 
Next work sessions: Sunday 21 January and Thursday 1 February.  
Meet at the Lumley gate at 10am. Tools and gloves are provided. Everybody is welcome.  
 
 

Work carried out by HBC 
Primroses and English Bluebells have been planted along the path from Palmers Road car park to the 
South Bridge as part of the Liveability project. The metal gate at the Seagull Lane entrance has been 
given several coats of green paint completing work to this entrance. 
 
 

Trees 
On a site visit in early January with Andrew Skeet (arborist at HBC), a number of Crack Willows were 
identified requiring tree work to be carried out by a contractor by the end of February/early March. Several 
large limbs of Crack Willow trees fell at right angles across the River Ems during the strong westerly 
winds we had last week. Pam Phillips cut off the branches overhanging the footpath and the Environment 
Agency have been asked to remove the fallen branches from the river.  
 
Paths, steps, etc 
Most of the main paths are standing up well to the recent wet weather with muddy areas developing on 
the occasional paths especially in the North Meadow near the steps in the NE corner. New paths are 
being created to avoid the muddy areas. Other paths requiring attention such as in Palmers Road copse, 
the South Meadow and around the North Bridge will need filling with path gravel.  
 
 

Tools Maintenance 
The group’s power scythe is due for its annual service and Wally Osborne is arranging for Trackmaster to 
carry out this work in January/February to get it ready for the coming year.  
A general tools maintenance session will be held next Sunday for the rest of the group’s tools. 
 
 

Eric Young Memorial Fund 
Eric Young, one of our members, died in December last year. Eric was very fond of Brook Meadow and 
he and his wife used to visit the meadow nearly every day when he was alive. It was his wish that instead 
of flowers any money should go to Brook Meadow for example to pay for a seat in the North Meadow. 
This has been agreed by the BMCG committee. The place and design to be decided later. 
 
Wildlife Funday in Brook Meadow 
The BMCG committee has decided not to organise a Wildlife Funday in May this year. Although we 
realise that this annual event is very popular, we would like to spend more time developing our 
conservation activities and hold one public event every other year. The next one would be in May 2008.  
 
 

Forthcoming events 
Saturday 20 January Jon Stokes of the Tree Council is giving a training session on ‘Recording Notable 
Trees’ meeting 10am, Warblington Church. Please let Frances know if you want to come.  
Sunday 29 April 10am to 12 noon: Nature Walk through Brook Meadow led by Brian Fellows.  

LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS – Report by Brian Fellows 
Bird News 
On Jan 9, I heard the unmistakable relaxed tones of a Blackbird singing its sub-song from my back 
garden in Bridge Road, my first of the winter.  The sub-song is a truncated and quieter version of the full 
song, which is not likely to be heard regularly for another month or so.   
On the Brook Meadow site a female Mallard, accompanied by 2 male suitors, has been on the river in 
Palmer's Road Copse along with the regular pair of Moorhen.  The resident pair of Carrion Crows have 



been poking around in the grassland, probably after worms.  Amazingly, the two local Mute Swan families 
are still together, one with 3 cygnets near the Quay and one with 2 cygnets on Slipper Millpond.   
As for harbour birds, Brent Geese are everywhere and it is worth scanning through them if you have the 
patience, since you might find a Black Brant among them.  It has white flanks and a broad neck band.  I 
found one among a large flock of regular Brents at Pagham Harbour today – see my web site for details 
and photos.  In the Nore Barn area west of Emsworth you can see Pintail, Greenshank and Spotted 
Redshank.  Our ‘star’ Spotted Redshank still frequents the stream at the end of Warblington Road.   
 
Godwit Hunt 
The search for our missing Black-tailed Godwits is now narrowing down.  An amazing 2,000 are in the 
Avon Valley near Christchurch and Pete Potts has been there checking for colour-ringed birds.  I have not 
had his report yet, but I suspect some of the missing Emsworth birds are there.  I have been over to 
Pagham north wall three times in the past week, where 700 Godwits feed in the fields, and found 2 
regular Emsworth colour-ringed birds.  So some are at Pagham.  Maybe, others have gone to Titchfield 
Haven where 400 or so have been reported.  So, watch this space for further news. Incidentally, next 
week, BBC are doing some filming on the Godwit project for Chris Packham’s programme “Inside Out” 
(BBC1 Fridays at 7.30pm), which should include local ringers and birdwatchers.   For more on local 
Godwits go to . . . http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/cr-black-tailed-godwit.htm 
 
Spring flowers 
The first flowering Lesser Celandines of the year in Emsworth (as far as I know) can be seen on the 
footpath behind Lillywhite's Garage.  Judging from the abundance of leaves this could be a bumper year.  
Primroses are flowering along the paths through Palmer's Road Copse, though these were planted by 
Havant Borough Council when they renovated the path to the bridge.  There is no sign of any Snowdrops 
in the usual places on Brook Meadow, as yet, and despite an abundance of Cow Parsley leaves, I could 
not find any flowers, though Ralph has some in Havant.  Hazel catkins are now open generally and 
shedding yellow pollen.  Alder catkins are also showing well, but none are open.  My most interesting 
spring flower was Winter Aconite (Eranthis hyemalis), which I found during a walk around Bishop's 
Palace Gardens in Chichester.  This is an introduced species from southern Europe and is widely 
naturalised in woods, parks and copses, but surprisingly, is rarely recorded in local floras.   
 
Harlequin Ladybirds in Emsworth  
The Harlequin Ladybird is said to be the most invasive ladybird on Earth.  It arrived in Britain in summer 
2004 and has spread rapidly throughout the southeast of England.  The first one I have heard of in 
Emsworth turned up on Wally Osborne’s window sill in Southleigh Road which he duly wrapped up and 
sent off to the Harlequin Survey Centre.  Hilary Wootton also had 2 in her house in Highland Road, one of 
which Tony photographed (it is on my web site).  If anyone else has seen one locally please let me know.  
For more details see the Harlequin Survey website at http://www.harlequin-survey.org 
 
Other wildlife 
Red Admirals are active on warm sunny days.  I saw my first of the year in Stansted Arboretum last week.  
Frances Jannaway drew my attention to some fungi growing on the stump of the old Osier tree near the 
south gate to Brook Meadow.  Although I am no expert, the pale bracket fungus looks like Hairy Stereum.  
The other one with small rounded orange-brown caps, glossy and sticky, I am sure is Velvet Shank, 
though the caps are usually larger than these.   
Andy Brook had some very sad news to report of a Badger sett having been destroyed in Hollybank 
Woods.  It has not been established if the Badgers escaped, died in the sett or were baited, but the timing 
of this sett destruction is extra sad since Badgers should give birth to their young in the coming month.  
See Andy’s web site for more information . . . 
http://www.hants.gov.uk/hollybank-woods/woodlanddiary.html 
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